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Abstract
Warren, Sabrina Laney. DMA. The University of Memphis. August, 2017. Dramatic Stories in
an Intimate Setting: Exploring the Art Songs of Rachel DeVore Fogarty. Major Professor:
Michelle Vigneau, DMA.
Rachel DeVore Fogarty is a composer and collaborative pianist based in New York City. This
project focuses on her art songs and compositional process. Beginning chapters include her
biography, compositional style, and collaboration process. The document then explores selected
art songs by Fogarty including: To My Dear and Loving Husband, poetry by Anne Bradstreet; i
carry your heart, poetry by E. E. Cummings; I Would Live in Your Love, poetry by Sara
Teasdale; The Face of All the World is Changed, poetry by Elizabeth Barrett Browning; and
Fogarty’s three-song cycle Sehnsucht Songs that include: I. From a Car-window, poetry by Ruth
Guthrie Harding; II. Red May, poetry by Mary Robinson; III. The Taxi, poetry by Amy Lowell.
Each song is analyzed in poetic content, musical setting, prosody, and text painting. Conclusions
about modern perceptions of women in composition are drawn and future research opportunities
are explored.
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Chapter 1
Rachel DeVore Fogarty
This project is an examination of selected art songs by American composer Rachel
DeVore Fogarty. Fogarty is a New York-based composer and collaborative pianist who has
garnered much attention and praise for her pianistic and compositional talent. Her works have
spanned choral, solo vocal, chamber, film, and symphonic literature. Her music has been
performed in the United States and abroad, being featured on programs in Russia, Croatia,
London, and Dublin. Fogarty has received critical acclaim, winning the American Composers
Forum Competition, which featured her music on a national broadcast by American Public
Media in 2015. Selected art songs have been featured in the 2015 Source Song Festival and the
2015 Showcase of New Songs and Arias sponsored by Fresh Squeezed Opera NYC.1 Sarah
McLachlan performed her arrangement of “Silver Bells” in the 2016 Macy’s Thanksgiving Day
Parade. As a pianist, Fogarty collaborates with many ensembles. She has performed throughout
the United States in venues such as Carnegie Hall and for special guests including former
President Barack Obama and former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. She is the Assistant
Artistic Director for the Young New Yorker’s Chorus Women’s Ensemble and has worked as the
pianist for national Broadway tours including the musicals Elf and Anything Goes.
This project will bring a spotlight to art songs by Fogarty, exploring her approach to
composition as it concerns text selection, prosody, and overall setting. This project will
concentrate on seven of her art songs: To My Dear and Loving Husband, i carry your heart, I
Would Live in Your Love, The Face of all the World is Changed, and her three-song cycle
Sehnsucht Songs including From a Car-window, Red May, and The Taxi.

1

“Fresh Squeezed Opera Company: 2015 Showcase of Songs and Arias,” accessed March 4, 2017,
http://www.freshsqueezedopera.com/about1-c17bd.
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Biography
Born Rachel Joanne DeVore on October 6, 1980, Fogarty was raised in the small town of
Kingston, Tennessee by educated parents. Her mother Rosemary, an elementary school librarian
and her father Joe, a chemical engineer at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in nearby Oak
Ridge, TN, took an active role in her upbringing. Fogarty’s mother instilled in her children a
deep love of literature and encouraged them to read. Fogarty and her siblings would spend
summers in the library helping their mother prepare for the next school year. As a reward, they
were allowed to check out as many books as they liked. An expert in children’s literature,
Fogarty credits her mother for her ongoing love of poetry and literature. She is the oldest of three
children, all of whom were required to study piano at an early age. While neither her parents nor
siblings pursued music professionally, the family is musically literate and has a great respect for
music. Fogarty credits some of her natural pianistic ability to her maternal grandmother who was
an autodidactic pianist and her paternal great-aunt who was a concert pianist with conservatory
training.
Fogarty began piano lessons at age seven. Her teacher, Nancy Skidmore, would come to
the elementary school and teach the students in a makeshift studio in the janitor’s closet. Fogarty
claims that she was not good at the piano. She hated practicing and begged her parents to let her
quit, but they refused. Yet Ms. Skidmore was patient with Fogarty and constantly encouraged
her. When Fogarty was nine years old she suffered an ankle injury which kept her from playing
the sports she loved. “All I could do was practice”2 and she enjoyed the pieces she was preparing
for the upcoming guild auditions. That year she won first place in the piano guild auditions
which gave her the motivation she needed to continue studying and playing. This was a huge
turning point for Fogarty who then made great advancements in piano. Through middle and high
2

Rachel Fogarty, interview by author, New York, February 18, 2017.
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school Fogarty accompanied multiple choirs and instrumentalists, and played for the school
musicals. In addition to piano, Fogarty also played percussion in her high school band and the
Knoxville Symphony Youth Orchestra.3 Through this, Fogarty received wonderful opportunities,
such as being mentored by the principal percussionist of the Knoxville Symphony, Bob
Adamcik. In addition to playing principal percussion for masterpieces such as Respighi’s Pines
of Rome and Prokofiev’s Romeo and Juliet, Fogarty also played the piano for the youth
symphony. “Since the youth symphony lacked a harpist, I was able to play all of the harp parts
on piano.”4 This led to Fogarty being featured in the youth symphony’s performance of Swan
Lake playing the celesta part on piano. Fogarty quickly became “Kingston’s resident pianist;”5 as
a big fish in a small pond, she gained the confidence she needed to pursue music at the collegiate
level. Fogarty felt called to music and states, “music made sense to me.”6 Despite the difficulty
and struggle for professional musicians, Fogarty decided to pursue music as a career. She then
moved to Nashville, TN and studied music with a concentration in piano and a secondary
concentration in percussion at Belmont University.
Collaborative Pianist
While at Belmont, opportunities continued for Fogarty, who used her accompanying
skills to make a business for herself playing for singers and instrumentalists. She was also the
pianist for many university ensembles, including show choir, Company,7 and women’s ensemble.
This freelance work developed a collaborative skill set that Fogarty utilizes to this day. Fogarty
3

Fogarty attended Roane County High School which is commonly called Kingston High School in
Kingston, TN.
4

Fogarty, interview, February 18, 2017.
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Ibid.

6

Ibid.
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Company is Belmont University’s award winning Broadway show ensemble.

3

enjoys working with other musicians and her ability to collaborate has not only helped her piano
skills, but has also positively impacted her compositions. Fogarty credits much of her
compositional ability to the fact that she collaborated with so many musicians and ensembles
from an early age. Sitting in lessons, Fogarty paid close attention to the technical process and
which pieces were easier to sing or play and why. She spent hours studying scores and learning
multiple pieces per student. This enabled her to become familiar with “the best and worst of art
song, piano accompaniments, text setting, text painting, and what makes a great piece of
music.”8 As Fogarty began composing, she drew upon this knowledge to craft compositions that
would be expressive and approachable for her performers.

8

Fogarty, interview, February 18, 2017.
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Chapter 2
Fogarty the Composer
Fogarty discovered her passion for composition in college. She began with songwriting,
using chord charts and lyrics, but was inspired to study composition by her now-husband, Kevin
Fogarty.1 Kevin Fogarty was a music major at Belmont with a concentration in percussion, but
coming from a family of composers, he decided to study composition. Rachel Fogarty followed
her instincts and enrolled in composition lessons with William “Bill” Pursell.2 Pursell praised
Fogarty’s abilities and encouraged her, allowing her the freedom to compose what she wanted
while guiding her in technical approach. Her first composition was a string quartet, which was
well received at its premiere in the 2003 Belmont composer’s concert. Even though Fogarty was
not a composition major, the faculty was so impressed by her abilities that they featured her
work on the concert and gave her the guidance and instruction necessary to ensure its success.
That was the moment Fogarty knew she wanted to be a composer. “Having my piece performed,
hearing it in real time and seeing the audience reaction was a magical experience, it was at that
moment I was bit by the composition bug.”3 The string quartet was so well-received that Fogarty
was able to include it on her senior piano performance recital. Her piano teacher Linda Ford,
composition teacher Bill Pursell, and composition department head Paul Godwin all encouraged

1

Kevin Fogarty is an award winning musical theatre composer and lyricist. He is currently a member of the
prestigious Advanced BMI Lehman Engel Musical Theatre Workshop in New York City. In addition to his
compositions, he is collaborating with Rachel Fogarty on two new musicals Unbelievable and 1000 Faces. “Kevin
Fogarty, composer/lyricist,” accessed February 25, 2017, www.kevinfogartymusic.com.
2

Bill Pursell is a two-time Grammy nominated songwriter and composer. He is most commonly known for
his hit “Our Winter Love” which reached number nine on the Billboard Top 100. After his success as a songwriter,
Purcell had a long career as a session player in Nashville, playing for legends such as: Johnny Cash, Joan Baez,
Patsy Cline, and Willie Nelson. He studied composition at Eastman School of Music and still serves on the
composition faculty at Belmont University. The Encyclopedia of Popular Music, 4th ed., s.v. “Pursell, Bill,”
accessed February 25, 2017, www.oxfordmusiconline.com .
3

Fogarty, interview, February 18, 2017.
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Fogarty to apply to Belmont’s Master of Music in Composition program, which she did and was
accepted.
Musical Influence and Compositional Style
While Fogarty received only three years of formal composition training, she often seeks
mentors and opportunities to expand her compositional language. She has worked with renowned
composers such as Ricky Ian Gordon and Libby Larsen. She now consults Mark Stambaugh
(composition) and Walter Hilse (organ), both on the faculty at Manhattan School of Music, as
mentors.
Because Fogarty collaborated as a pianist from an early age, she had an advantage when
composing. Playing for choirs and in the Knoxville Symphony Youth Orchestra enhanced her
awareness of how ensembles and specific instruments worked within the fabric of a piece.
Fogarty describes her music in this way:
I want to make sure my work is accessible to a large group of people. I don’t want to
isolate myself into a category where only those who are musically educated could
appreciate my work. I am not above writing things that are difficult, it is not always easy
but it needs to have some melodic idea that appeals not only to the performer, but to the
audience.4
Fogarty writes idiomatically for the voice and she credits her experience as a
collaborative pianist. Through that experience she honed the ability to write comfortably for the
singer. Fogarty’s compositional techniques are evident in her art songs settings including her use
of text painting, quasi-recitative passages, and interesting rhythmic variations, all of which are
explored in this project.
I begin a piece by considering what story I want to tell, what emotions I want to convey. I
am often inspired by an event, a painting, or a poem. I am fascinated by the natural
world, by trying to capture a bird call or a sunset or a season of the year in sound. I use

4

Rachel Fogarty, Google Hangouts interview by author, April 20, 2016.
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music to describe emotion or attempt to re-create beauty; to try and explain that deep,
inexplicable joy and longing for something lost.5
Fogarty incorporates musical momentum in her work in the form of rhythmic ostinatos
under soaring melodic lines. In many instances, these techniques create a contrapuntal effect of
independently functioning lines that maintain a lyrical quality rooted in tonality. Fogarty’s lyrical
lines have a neo-romantic quality while the piano flirts with extended tertian harmonies, creating
a complexity likened to sub-genres of American musical theater. A tonal basis permeates her
music, but Fogarty also employs church modes and pandiatonicism in her compositions. She
describes writing tonal music in a post tonal environment in this way:
Modern composition is turning back to tonality, but because atonality happened it can’t
simply be ignored, so the challenge is to find a way to combine the two in such a way that
you don’t lose your audience. The way I have decided to do this is by taking a very
accessible memorable melody and harmonizing it in a unique and interesting way that
isn’t always tertian harmony. Dissonance can be used as an accent rather than the basis
for an entire piece and it can be used to cause tension but it has to be released. So having
a tonal basis allows the composer to release that tension.6
As each song is described, the poets and the poetic content will be considered in addition
to the musical analysis of each song. Fogarty’s compositional techniques will be explored in
each studied text setting including: the use of quasi-recitative passages, text painting, and
rhythmic variations. The analytical approach will include a performance perspective and
traditional analysis, the purpose of which is to illustrate the intended performance of the song so
that the singer closely adheres in performance to the composer’s intentions.
Dramatic Stories in an Intimate Setting: Art Songs
Many modern composers choose to write in the intimate medium of art song. Fogarty
elaborates as to why she often chooses to compose vocal music.
5

Ibid.

6

Ibid.

7

Much of what I write includes voice. I never intended for that to be the case when I began
composing, but for some reason I naturally gravitated in that direction. I love to sing.
There is something innately moving and beautiful about that experience and I think that
spills into my writing. I am by no means a great singer, but I love the human voice and I
love literature and poetry. Art song allows me to combine two of my favorite things into
one artistic medium. Art song has the power to move and stir the soul, to prompt social
change, to point out hypocrisy and evil, as well as to promote the eternal value of beauty
in the world. I want to write something that asks big questions and doesn't provide
answers, art that makes people think about their lives or points out something that should
be considered carefully and reflected upon. I think art song allows you to do all of these
things in a wonderful, beautiful way that fuses the power of theater with the emotional
power of music. And that is something worth writing and investing in.7
Fogarty artfully uses dramatic story telling in her art songs, tying text and subtext
together. Because she has accompanied singers for years, she is able to look at her compositions
and see what is easy to sing, what may be a potential struggle, and how different voice types
have different colors and timbres, all of which she considers when composing art song. Another
interesting facet of Fogarty’s writing style is her deep love of poetry and language. Most of the
poets covered in this project are female and Fogarty has a special kinship to female poets.
As a female composer, my work has a femininity to it, a gentleness and sensitivity that is
uniquely mine. I love telling stories in music using long lyrical lines with specific, chosen
dissonances and unexpected harmonizations; an expressive musical language that
complements the beautiful poetic prose of the text. I am drawn to narratives that are
universal, dramatic, and emotional, with characters that are timeless.8
Fogarty is very particular about the text she chooses for her art songs and asserts that the
female literary voice has an internal music that speaks to her. “The text that women write is
already musical–they have an innate feeling and emotion–female poets [of the past] wrote as an
outlet so the text is more organic and sincere.”9 In addition to this depth of feeling and
understanding of the world that Fogarty credits to female writers, poems by women are often
7

Fogarty, interview, February 18, 2017.

8

Ibid.

9

Ibid.

8

more obscure, because they do not have the same exposure as their male counterparts. This
makes it easier to find texts that have not previously been set by another composer. Like great
vocal composers before her, Fogarty spends an immense amount of time researching stories,
poems, and texts to set. Because of copyright restrictions, Fogarty often researches the National
Archive through the Library of Congress and Project Gutenberg for public domain texts, keeping
an ongoing document of potential texts and story lines to set.
When considering a text to set Fogarty asks herself, “What is the main emotion of the
text, what does it feel like and how do I put that feeling into sound?”10 Like all of Fogarty’s
compositions, the origin of the piece is an emotion, from which everything else blossoms. In her
art songs, Fogarty attempts to take that emotion to a higher plane. She is often inspired by a
visual depiction and works to incorporate motives that work through the concrete images and
external elements such as the wheels of a taxi or church bells.
Fogarty also works closely with singers and often has specific voices in mind when
composing vocal music. A certain timbre or the vocal ability of a singer frequently impacts how
Fogarty composes vocal music. This is not a new occurrence; collaboration between singers and
composers has been historically recorded. Many of the best vocal composers throughout history
and to present day have close relationships with singers and often compose with specific singers
in mind.
The Importance of Collaboration between Singers and Composers
The process of musical collaboration is integral to the success of a work, and the
collaboration between composer and singer is an intimate and important one in the success of
vocal music and in the performance of a new work. When it comes to modern music, it is not
necessary that a singer should have input in the composition, but that the voice of the singer
10

Ibid.

9

demonstrates to the composer what is vocally possible in order to capture the beauty and emotion
of a piece. This poses a daunting challenge for the singer to sing the music correctly, adhering to
all directions, with nuance and character. Premiering a new work creates another interesting
challenge, as the audience has no frame of reference (i.e. recordings, prior performances, or
published scores) for how the music should sound. This adds pressure on the performer to ensure
that the finished product satisfies the composer’s intentions. Many listeners are familiar with the
Schubert masterpiece Der Erlkönig, and are familiar with the tune and its intricacies. If a singer
were to present this piece in public and sing it poorly, the listener would know that the singer
was ill-equipped to handle such a challenge and his or her performance would have no bearing
on the listener’s opinion of Schubert’s writing. This is not so with modern premieres, where the
performer has a great deal of responsibility when presenting new music. It must be executed with
precision and accuracy, while expressing every nuance the composer intended. Accurately
conveying every musical, textual, and vocal nuance is the sole responsibility of the performer,
and only the competent performer can truly convey the beauty of a contemporary composition to
a new audience. All too often, it is an inadequate performer who leaves the listener believing that
the music was terrible, not necessarily that it was a poor performance. It is important for a
composer to have a singer that can not only sing beautifully, but also inject the aesthetic
necessary for a successful performance. While a gifted performer can bring out the best qualities
in a new composition, gifted vocal composers understand the abilities and limitations of the
vocal mechanism. The success of a vocal composition lies in the composer’s familiarity with the
human voice.

10

Chapter 3
To My Dear and Loving Husband
Anne Bradstreet (1612–1672) was a Puritan, poet, and a prominent figure among early
American writers. She was the first person, male or female, to publish a collection of poetry in
England’s North American colonies. Born Anne Dudley in Northamptonshire, England,
Bradstreet came from comfortable means and was well-educated. She married Simon Bradstreet
at sixteen, and two years later immigrated with her family to America settling in Ipswich,
Massachusetts. It was with the help of her brother-in-law, Rev. John Woodbridge, that Bradstreet
published her first collection of poetry entitled The Tenth Muse, Lately Sprung Up in America in
1650.1 This collection was the only one published in her lifetime. In Puritan society, a woman’s
role was in the home, caring for her children and raising them in the Puritan tradition. Despite
the traditional attitude toward women of the time, Bradstreet valued knowledge and intellect. She
was a free thinker, and believed that the acquisition of knowledge could empower women. The
role of women is a common subject in Bradstreet’s poems.2 Bradstreet remained in
Massachusetts until her death in 1672, and in 1678, her self-revised Several Poems Compiled
with Great Variety of Wit and Learning was posthumously published in America. The collection
included one of her most famous poems, To My Dear and Loving Husband. Bradstreet’s writing
style is indicative of the Elizabethan literary tradition; however, her later poetry was less
conventional and deeply personal.3

1

Kenneth A. Requa, “Anne Bradstreet's Poetic Voices,” Early American Literature 9, no. 1 (Spring 1974):

3.
2

Zach Hutchins, “The Wisdom of Anne Bradstreet: Eschewing Eve and Emulating Elizabeth,” Modern
Language Studies 40, no. 1 (Summer 2010): 42.
3

Rosemary M. Laughlin, “Anne Bradstreet: Poet in Search of Form,” American Literature 42, no. 1
(March 1970): 2.
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To My Dear and Loving Husband is a declaration of Anne’s devotion, physically and
spiritually, to her husband Simon.
To My Dear and Loving Husband4
If ever two were one, then surely we.
If ever man were lov’d by wife, then thee;
If ever wife was happy in a man,
Compare with me ye women if you can.
I prize thy love more than whole Mines of Gold,
Or all the riches that the East doth hold.
My love is such that Rivers cannot quench,
Nor ought but love from thee, give recompence.
Thy love is such I can no way repay,
The heavens reward thee manifold I pray.
Then while we live, in love lets so persever,
That when we live no more, we may live ever.
The poem is mostly in iambic pentameter with rhyming couplets that can be broken into
larger quatrains; while it resembles a Shakespearean sonnet, it does not follow the conventions of
a typical sonnet in rhyme scheme or length. The rhetorical anaphora in the first three lines
creates a melodic lilt that serves the iambic pentameter well. The beauty of the poem is revealed
in the deep tender confession expressed in simplistic syntax. In the opening, Bradstreet, speaking
in the first person, describes that she and her husband are one being alluding to the biblical
description of marriage.5 The tone turns prideful when she challenges other women to compare
themselves to her, then immediately shifts, declaring that she could never repay her husband for
his love and hopes that Heaven will reward him. While she and her husband are on Earth their
love will persist, so that in Heaven it will remain eternal. This last reference also highlights
Bradstreet’s Puritan beliefs that her salvation in faith will reap eternal life in Heaven.
4

Anne Bradstreet, To My Husband and Other Poems (Mineola, NY: Dover Publications, 2000), 5. Notice
the words “recompence” and “persever” both of which are archaic usages of the words “recompense” and
“persevere.”
5

Nasser Al-Beshri, Anne Bradstreet’s Quest for Spiritual Solace: Selected Poems (Bloomington, IN:
Xlibris Corporation, 2012), 52.
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Bradstreet’s progression from earthly love to spiritual love is understandable. The love they have
is so great that it is only fitting to look Heavenward for an equal; her expectation is clear, that the
love she shares with her husband on Earth will exist in the afterlife.6
Fogarty set this text in 2005 as an epithalamium for her wedding day. This setting was
included in the wedding music as a song for soprano and string quartet. Fogarty later revised the
piece for soprano and piano in 2015. While Fogarty set this text for her wedding, she had been
familiar with the poet since adolescence, studying her poetry in high school. Soon after
becoming engaged, Fogarty found herself reading a book of poetry and came across Bradstreet’s
words. Immediately captured by the sentiment of the poem, Fogarty heard music in Bradstreet’s
words and embarked on the task of setting the words to music. She explains,
I was getting married; and when one plans a wedding, it consumes all of your waking
thoughts. I was dreaming of the life I was going to have with this person I loved and
what that meant. This poem conveyed the depth of emotion I felt and where I was in that
stage of my life. Even though the poet and I lived over 300 years apart, I understood
exactly what she was saying.7
This simple modified strophic setting beautifully captures the essence of Bradstreet’s
words. The piece begins in G major with a 3/4 time signature, with some meter variance, but
Fogarty uses the prosody to support the iambic pentameter of the poem. The opening is a single
G4 note with a quarter to half note rhythm. This is intended to be a church bell motive and
continues through m. 8. The voice enters with quiet joy on an anacrusis eighth note in m. 2 and
this use of offbeat to downbeat highlights the iambic pentameter and the natural inflection of the
unstressed-stressed rhythm of the text; this is a technique Fogarty will employ throughout the
piece. Fogarty often reads texts aloud to find the natural melody and believes that “in order to set

6

Robert D. Richardson Jr., “The Puritan Poetry of Anne Bradstreet,” Texas Studies in Literature and
Language 9, no. 3 (Autumn 1967): 323.
7

Rachel Fogarty, email message to author, January 28, 2017.
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a text to music, you must mine it for the melodies, harmonies, and rhythm that already exist in
the poetry.”8

G: Church bell motive in piano

G

G

C

Example 1. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, To My Dear and Loving Husband, measures 1–9,
composer’s unpublished copy, 2005, revised 2015. Used with permission of composer;
reproduction is strictly prohibited.
The modified strophic setting has variations in the vocal line that lend themselves to the
poetic couplets. Fogarty employs an antecedent-consequent relationship to emphasize the poetic
couplets, creating the song form around the text.
If ever two were one, then surely we. A Antecedent
If ever man were lov'd by wife, then thee; A' Consequent
If ever wife was happy in a man, B Antecedent
Compare with me ye women if you can. B' Consequent a third lower

8

Ibid.
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I prize thy love more than whole Mines of Gold, C Antecedent
Or all the riches that the East doth hold. D Consequent
My love is such that Rivers cannot quench, B'' Antecedent
Nor ought but love from thee, give recompence. B' Consequent
Thy love is such I can no way repay, E Antecedent
The heavens reward thee manifold I pray. F Consequent
Then while we live, in love lets so persever, B Antecedent with melismas
That when we live no more, we may live ever. B' Consequent
The varied vocal lines adhere to the poetic structure and the harmonies are reminiscent of
church modes. Beginning in m. 10 Fogarty uses F natural in both the piano and vocal lines, at
first glance it appears to be a passing non-chord tone, but as the song progresses, Fogarty
includes an E♭and F♮, changing modes to G Mixolydian. Fogarty varies the rhythmic content of
her vocal lines to emphasize certain words, for example, elongating the duration of “man” and
“wife” to create an emphasis that does not necessarily adhere to the iambic pentameter of the
poem. Measures 11–13 and 16–17 use an echo motive in the piano after the vocal line–a
deviation from the opening church bell motive, but still reminiscent of bells.
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Example 2. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, To My Dear and Loving Husband, measures 7–17,
composer’s unpublished copy, 2005, revised 2015. Used with permission of composer;
reproduction is strictly prohibited.
Fogarty incorporates an exotic harmonic progression to accentuate the text, “I prize thy
love more than whole Mines of Gold, or all the riches that the East doth hold,” in addition to the
piano harmonies, the vocal line declaims the line “riches that the East,” and makes use of the F♮.
This type of G major scale with a flat 6 and 7 scale degree is reminiscent of Eastern European or
Asian harmonies. Fogarty deliberately uses this harmonic structure to create an “exotic” sound 9
which continues with ostinatos and arpeggios outlining the G major tonality until Fogarty uses a
similar technique on “recompence” with the F♮ and now E♭ in the vocal line in a parlando style.
9

Ibid.
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Example 3. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, To My Dear and Loving Husband, measures 19–33,
composer’s unpublished copy, 2005, revised 2015. Used with permission of composer;
reproduction is strictly prohibited.
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There is a clear harmonic change by m. 34 with the move back to G major. Typically on
the beginning of a new line the anacrusis is an eighth note; however, the word “Thy” is set with a
quarter note, highlighting the importance of him and his love for her. This setting accompanied
with the direction slightly slower is an intentional emphasis on the only part of Bradstreet’s text
that expresses her husband’s love. The longer duration on that note makes his love more
substantial, which the text states that she is unable to repay. Furthermore, descending into the
lower middle voice on “I can repay,” suggests the humility of the wife in her quest to repay her
husband for the love he has given her. In the very next line, the text painting on “heavens
reward,” Fogarty uses a triplet with an E5–G5–G5–F♯5 before descending into the middle
soprano tessitura when returning to the first person. Additionally there is an expansive direction
in the piano and vocal lines beginning in m. 39 which allows the vocal freedom to emphasize the
poetry and line as a unified whole. This clear text painting signifies exalted Heaven rewarding
the love infinitely while the lowly human can only pray that Heaven abides.
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Example 4. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, To My Dear and Loving Husband, measures 34–45,
composer’s unpublished copy, 2005, revised 2015. Used with permission of composer;
reproduction is strictly prohibited.
Fogarty then tonicizes the F Lydian mode, but deemphasizes the F♮ to B♮ tritone
relationship with the leading tone E, softening any dissonance. This harmonic ambiguity
represents the lowliness and imperfection of man which lasts through m. 45 until the church bell
motive returns in the next measure. This is the complete union, the imperfection of man in F
Lydian juxtaposed with the perfection of heaven in G. This is further reinforced on “when we
live no more,” where Fogarty makes a clear use of the F tonality to indicate man and then
immediately shifts back to G as the text focuses on eternity and the vocal line imitates the church
bell motive. This slow, simplifying of the texture evokes feeling of infinity or eternity, which
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perfectly captures the text, “that when we live no more, we may live ever.” Fogarty ends on a
clear G chord, and while this may feel abrupt, she justifies that ending as a symbolic gesture of
two becoming one.10
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Example 5. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, To My Dear and Loving Husband, measures 46–55,
composer’s unpublished copy, 2005, revised 2015. Used with permission of composer;
reproduction is strictly prohibited.
10

Fogarty, email message, January 28, 2017.
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This beautiful setting clearly captures the simplicity and profundity of the text. The
wedding bell motive combined with hints of church modes captures the Puritan author’s words
adequately and artfully. Fogarty’s unconventional use of modes allows the modified strophic
setting to sound fresh with subtle hints at text painting through the harmonic language, while
maintaining the simplicity of the text.
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Chapter 4
i carry your heart
American poet, author, and playwright Edward Estlin Cummings1 (1894–1962) was a
prominent figure of twentieth-century American literature. Both Cummings’s parents encouraged
his artistry from a young age. Following in his father’s footsteps, Cummings also attended
Harvard University, earning a BA in 1915 and an MA in 1916. He served in World War I in the
ambulance corps in France, where he was later detained in a detention camp for writing letters
presumed by the French to be critical of the war. This experience led him to write his first book,
The Enormous Room, in 1922. He later traveled to the Soviet Union, which inspired another
popular book, Eimi, in 1933. In addition to these two autobiographical novels, his total body of
work encompasses nearly 3,000 poems, four plays, and several essays.2 Cummings’s popularity
is evidenced by his numerous awards including: the Dial Award, two Guggenheim Fellowships,
and the Fellowship of American Academy of Poets, among others.
While studying at Harvard, Cummings developed an interest in modern poetry that
ignored conventional grammar and aimed for a dynamic use of language. He experimented with
syntax, text alignment, and nontraditional capitalization, which he utilized to emphasize certain
words or phrases.3 Much of his work is traditional, with many of his poems akin to sonnets,

1

Christopher Sawyer-Lauçanno, E. E. Cummings: A Biography (Naperville, IL: Sourcebooks, Inc. 2004),
318. Many reference Cummings’s name in the lowercase “e. e. cummings;” however, he never legally changed his
name to lowercase letters. He capitalized his name in his signature and in the title pages of his books and requested
this of his publishers.
2

Ibid., 3–5 .

3

Kate Cone, Oxford Encyclopedia of American Literature, 1st ed., s.v. “E. E. Cummings,” accessed
February 2, 2017, www.oxfordreference.com.
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albeit with a modern twist.4 His poetry regularly deals with themes of love and nature and shares
an affinity with the Romantic tradition. He remains one of the most popular poets of twentiethcentury American literature.
Published in 1958, i carry your heart with me was included in 95 Poems, the last book of
poems published in Cummings's lifetime. Poems in this collection were noted for their
occupation with the everyday and an appreciation for life itself.
i carry your heart with me5
i carry your heart with me(i carry it in
my heart)i am never without it(anywhere
i go you go,my dear;and whatever is done
by only me is your doing,my darling)
i fear
no fate(for you are my fate,my sweet)i want
no world(for beautiful you are my world,my true)
and it’s you are whatever a moon has always meant
and whatever a sun will always sing is you
here is the deepest secret nobody knows
(here is the root of the root and the bud of the bud
and the sky of the sky of a tree called life;which grows
higher than the soul can hope or mind can hide)
and this is the wonder that’s keeping the stars apart
i carry your heart(i carry it in my heart)
Many of the poems published in the 1958 collection were based on love and poem
ninety-two, i carry your heart with me, was no exception.6 Cummings’s language is simple, yet

4

Twentieth-century poets like Cummings used sonnets, but expanded the form further with irregular meter
and no rhyme scheme. Other famous twentieth-century poets that wrote sonnets include Robert Frost, Edna St.
Vincent Millay, and William Butler Yeats.
5

E. E. Cummings, Complete Poems: 1904-1962, ed. George J. Firmage (New York, NY: Liveright
Publishing Corporation, 1991), 766.
6

Sawyer-Lauçanno, E. E. Cummings, 522. Sawyer-Lauçanno states that many of the poems in this
collection are love poems. While some state a simple declaration like, “i carry your heart,” others show a more
mature reflection on aging and love.
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his typographic style is highly visual, which imposes a certain rhythm to the text when spoken
aloud, at which point the meaning and emotion become clear. The core theme of the poem is a
deep, profound love. Indicative of Cummings’s poetic style, i carry your heart with me is a
modernized sonnet; instead of using a traditional alternate rhyme scheme or rhyming couplets,
Cummings incorporates an internal rhyme scheme. For example, his use of rhyming “dear” in the
middle of the third line with “fear,” on its own line are much more subtle than a traditional
ending rhyme scheme. Furthermore, when Cummings incorporates an ending rhyme, it does not
necessarily follow a particular pattern. Rhyming “true” with “you” and “knows” with “grows”
only occurs at the end of the line because of Cummings’s typography; however, within the
context of the poetry these phrases sound as if they are continuing on, not the end of a line,
which strengthens the internal rhyme scheme. Cummings used this subtly to call attention to the
word’s meaning, forcing the listener to concentrate on the delicate intricacies of the text.
While this famous poem is not the most extreme example of Cummings’s odd
typography, it still bears his unmistakable style, particularly in impressionistic word order. This
free verse poem, with no concern for meter, features subtle typographies with parentheses and
nontraditional uses of commas and semi-colons. The use of punctuation to emphasize subjects is
evident; as there are no spaces between punctuation, signifying an intimacy so deep that there is
no space between the poet and his beloved. Another notable typography is his use of parentheses.
Classically, parentheses suggest an aside, something that is not necessarily relevant to the main
text; however, Cummings uses the parentheses in an antiphonal technique. This call-andresponse method enhances the text, qualifying each arduous statement with a fuller, deeper
meaning. Ostensibly the most recognized technique in this poem is Cummings’s use of the
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pronoun I in lowercase i form.7 This lowercase use simplifies the text, equalizing the relationship
between the poet and his beloved; the meaning is now “i/you” not “I/you.” The poem ends
similarly to how it began, “i carry your heart(i carry it in my heart)” completing the cycle of the
poet’s discussion of love, nature, and then love. Despite the typography and lack of a structured
form, the true meaning of the poem shines through, a simple, clear declaration of love.
Fogarty was commissioned to set this poem in 2009 and was immediately drawn to the
sincerity and honest expression of the text. It quickly became one of her more successful
settings.8 She explains,
I was going for sincerity (the quality of being free from pretense, deceit, or hypocrisy). I
think in our culture right now, sincerity is something people deride; it is much easier to
be cynical, sarcastic, or ironic. Because of that, I think some people have found my
setting cloying or overly sweet; but real love requires sincerity. This text is about love;
about becoming one with another person to such an extent that your life is wrapped up in
theirs and it becomes impossible to untangle the two (i.e. the tree metaphor, how love is
the anchor or root that blossoms into the eternal and captures both the mind (reason) and
the soul (heart) of a person); I think that is why I loved the text so much.9
Fogarty’s setting captures Cummings’s sincerity with sentimental vigor. Utilizing the
inflection of the text with subtle mode modulations, Fogarty creates a piece that is lyrical, yet
harmonically ambiguous, softening clear cadences and incorporating operatic vocal lines. The
piece begins in F major with the direction heartfelt, lovingly and the piano establishes a sesquialtera with step-wise, ascending, triplet figures in the right hand and eighth notes and quarter
notes consistently outlining an F major triad in the left hand

7

Cone, “E. E. Cummings.” Many critics have speculated why Cummings often used the pronoun in
lowercase form. Some believe that it was an endearment for his family handyman Sam Ward that worked on his
family’s farm in New Hampshire. Others assert that it is a reflection of the Zen-like sparseness so familiar in his
poetry.
8

The author commissioned this piece in 2009 as an anniversary gift for her husband.

9

Rachel Fogarty, email message to author, January 28, 2017.
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Example 6. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, i carry your heart, measures 1–4, composer’s unpublished
copy, 2009. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly prohibited.
The vocal line emerges on an F4 and immediately ascends reinforcing the soprano
tessitura. Each time poetic content is repeated, Fogarty repeats a similar motivic idea, albeit, with
some slight rhythmic or melodic variation. This pseudo repetition creates an emphatic nature to
the text, an almost desperation for the loved one to know how much they are loved. In this,
Fogarty takes poetic liberty repeating words. One example is in m. 12, when she repeats the
word “anywhere” to precede “i go,” and uses similar motivic movement for both words to
accentuate the importance of the phrase. In performance, it is necessary to note the chromaticism
beginning in m. 13. Singers must be careful to adhere to the alterations, as they do not
necessarily move in a functional way.
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Example 7. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, i carry your heart, measures 11–12, composer’s
unpublished copy, 2009. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly prohibited.
This section harmonically changes to G♭Lydian and then to e♭minor in m. 15 where the
tessitura lowers slightly and with a parlando on “and whatever is done by only me is your doing
my darling.” The elongation of certain syllables not only adheres to the prosodic inflection of the
spoken word, but also creatively establishes emphasis on words that would not normally be
emphasized in the spoken form. For example, Fogarty uses a quarter note on “your” followed by
an eighth note to quarter note on “doing,” and three eighth notes tied to a quarter on “darling.”
Using this approach highlights the natural inflection of the text on “doing” and “darling” while
also creating an emphasis on “your.” This leads the listener to believe that “your doing” are the
most important words in the phrase. Fogarty also adheres to her initially established 3/4 time
signature and does not change time signatures even though mm. 16–17 could be rewritten to
include 4/4 and 2/4 measures respectively. This adherence to the 3/4 time signature strengthens
Fogarty’s prosodic intention creating an even greater emphasis on “your” by also making it the
downbeat of the measure. An accent mark over “your” is added for additional emphasis so that
the singer will not brush over the phrase and give the proper emphasis the composer intended.
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Example 8. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, i carry your heart, measures 13–19, composer’s
unpublished copy, 2009. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly prohibited.
The first climax of the piece builds from m. 19. Fogarty explains that she wanted the
melody to grow in intensity with the text, “the narrator is listing all of these emotions: courage (i
fear no fate); desire/contentment (i want no world) that culminates in their love of this person
…which is the highpoint of the melodic phrase.”10 To show this highpoint, Fogarty expands the
vocal range to ascending to an A5 in on “moon.” She then quickly descends, as if the singer can
no longer reveal this secret out loud. On “here is the deepest secret” Fogarty deliberately keeps
the piano sparse and gives the vocal line a speech-like quality with repeated Fs and a sotto voce

10

Ibid.
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quasi recitative direction. The musical depiction of the text creates the atmosphere of a secret
gradually being revealed.

B♭
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Example 9. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, i carry your heart, measures 30–32, composer’s
unpublished copy, 2009. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly prohibited.
The following section grows in intensity; the piano returns to the same opening theme
and the vocal line progresses to the next climax. One of the most evocative settings in this piece
is the text painting on “grows higher” in which the phrase increases in volume with elongated
prosody and a simultaneous thickening piano texture underneath. While these are not the highest
notes in the phrase, Fogarty successfully captures a musical intensity that supports the text.
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Example 10. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, i carry your heart, measures 40–47, composer’s
unpublished copy, 2009. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly prohibited.
The final resolution begins with three repeats of “i carry your heart.” Fogarty wanted to
emphasize this section by delaying the final resolution. Each repeat ascends in pitch and grows in
intensity until finally resolving; however, the resolution is now in B♭Lydian, softening the final
cadence. Many of Fogarty’s harmonic progressions in this piece are plagal relationships. This
progression down by a fourth cannot confirm a distinct tonality between the constantly shifting
modes and softens the cadences creating a ceaseless thought progression where the “wonder” of
love is an eternal, never-ending thing. Fogarty uses this subtle harmonic relationship with the
prosody to create an art song that is dramatic, almost operatic in its approach. A singer must take
careful consideration of the strange chromatic alterations in relation to the harmonic
30

progressions. Additionally, the dynamic shifts and specific directions in quasi-recit and sotto
voce passages should be deliberately respected. These vocal specificities could be difficult for a
novice singer to master. The operatic quality of the range and tessitura can be challenging and
this piece should be reserved for singers that have a strong range and access to the upper
passagio. This piece is more difficult than it appears on the page, and should not be approached
flippantly.
Despite these considerations, Fogarty’s setting is successful in capturing the essence of
Cummings’s words. She takes liberties with the original text as it serves to strengthen the
original meaning of the poetry. With the text painting enhancing the forward momentum of the
text, Fogarty creates a new exuberance in Cummings’s words that does not appear in the spoken
form. This development of the text through the music allows both the text and the music to shine.
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Chapter 5
I Would Live in Your Love
American poet Sara Trevor Teasdale (1884 –1933) was born in St. Louis, Missouri. The
youngest child of Mary Elizabeth Willard and John Warren Teasdale, her three siblings were
significantly older, and her parents were middle aged at the time of her birth. She was a frail
child, suffering from poor health that would follow her rest of her life. Her sister Mary,
affectionately nicknamed “Mamie,” was seventeen years her senior and cared for the young girl
in her formative years. Because of her delicate condition, Teasdale was home-schooled until age
nine, and had very little contact with children her own age. A creative child, Teasdale had an
active imagination, and would often improvise stories and fantasies as a reprieve from her
isolation.1 Teasdale first attended school at age ten and at fifteen began to write poetry. She
graduated from Hosmer Hall in 1903 and the next year joined a group called The Potters,
comprised of her classmates that published the magazine The Potter’s Wheel, in which each
contributed writing. Teasdale’s poem Guenevere was published by Reedy’s Mirror in 1907 and
that same year her collection Sonnets to Duse and Other Poems was published. Teasdale quickly
garnered praise and critical acclaim as a poet of promise.2 Her next poetry collection, Helen of
Troy and Other Poems, was published in 1911 to critical success. Teasdale’s professional
success was consistent and vast; she published numerous collections of poetry and won the first
Pulitzer Prize for Poetry for her publication Love Songs in 1918.3

1

William Drake, Sara Teasdale: Woman and Poet (Knoxville, TN: The University of Tennessee Press,
1979), 9–10.
2

Carol Ferring Shepley, Movers and Shakers, Scalawags and Suffragettes: Tales from Bellefontaine
Cemetery (St. Louis, MO: Missouri History Museum, 2008), 311. Teasdale’s parents paid to have her first poetry
collection printed; however, all subsequent books were published commercially and with much success.
3

“1918 Pulitzer Prizes,” The Pulitzer Prize, accessed February 1, 2017, http://www.pulitzer.org/prizewinners-by-category/224.
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While Teasdale enjoyed professional success, her personal life was not so charmed. She
was courted by many suitors, including poets John Myers O’Hara and Vachel Lindsay, with
whom Teasdale carried on correspondences for years. She maintained flirtations through
correspondences with several men, eventually choosing to marry Ernst Filsinger, a businessman
and longtime lover of her poetry, in 1914. The couple moved to New York City in 1916, where
Teasdale continued to publish with critical acclaim. Personally, Teasdale’s life was wrought with
heartbreak. Still suffering from various illnesses, which left her bedridden and depressed,
Teasdale had an abortion in 1917, which only worsened her emotional state. The long hours and
constant travel of her husband left her feeling isolated and frustrated and she eventually
succeeded in obtaining a divorce in 1929, after which her mental condition became increasingly
unstable and she spiraled into a deep depression.4 In 1933, Teasdale committed suicide by
overdosing on sedatives.5 Her final collection of poetry, Strange Victory, was published
posthumously later that year.
Teasdale’s poetry has been praised for its lyrical and classical mastery. She wrote many
types of verse including traditional sonnets, free form, and long narrative poems; however, her
short lyrical poems were her primary mode of expression. Her poetry was simple and personal,
typically in a classical style with unpretentious lyrics and a romantic subject matter echoing her
Victorian predecessors. Her early love poems often depict a traditional romantic view.6

At the time, the award was jointly sponsored by Columbia University and the Poetry Society of America;
however, it is now listed as the first awarded Pulitzer Prize for Poetry.
4

Drake, Sara Teasdale, 172 –175.

5

Ibid., 278. Her friend and former love interest, Vachel Lindsay, took his own life two years earlier.

6

Diane D’Amico, “Saintly Singer or Tanagra Figurine? Christina Rossetti Through the Eyes of Katharine
Tynan and Sara Teasdale,” Victorian Poetry 32, no. 3/4 (Autumn–Winter 1994): 396.
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The poem, I Would Live in Your Love, was published in Teasdale’s second collection,
Helen of Troy and Other Poems, in 1911. This short, lyric poem maintains many of the stylistic
elements indicative of Teasdale’s work. Composed before her many correspondences with
would-be suitors, this poem signifies a sense of idealism in romantic love.
I Would Live in Your Love7
I would live in your love as the sea-grasses live in the sea,
Borne up by each wave as it passes, drawn down by each wave that recedes;
I would empty my soul of the dreams that have gathered in me,
I would beat with your heart as it beats, I would follow your soul as it leads.
The single quatrain poem has an abab rhyme scheme with oceanic imagery that calls to
mind the overwhelming power of a new romantic love enrapturing the soul. The phrase “as the
sea-grasses live in the sea,” implies that the speaker would be completely at peace with her lover,
as the ocean life is content to be in the vastness of the sea. The freedom to follow the
unpredictable currents and be wholly enveloped in the passion of love is the ultimate autonomy.
The final two lines of the quatrain depart from the oceanic imagery while maintaining the
rhetorical anaphora that unifies the poem. These are sentimental promises, the first being
emptying oneself so that the poet can be refilled with communal dreams, and the second being
the complete joining of two spirits so that their souls come together as perfect complements.
Given the publication date and the knowledge of Teasdale’s romantic encounters, her
idealistic images suggest that this poem is not necessarily about any particular individual, but an
observation of how love can be all-encompassing. Teasdale uses the word “would” instead of
“will” insinuating that this is something that could happen under the right circumstances.
Typically the “will” form is used when referring to a specific person as a sign of devotion and
commitment. “I will live in your love,” is an assurance of the speaker’s dedication to her partner,
7

Sara Teasdale, Helen of Troy and Other Poems (New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1911), 46.
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“I would live in your love,” is a foreshadowing of commitment perhaps to a yet-unknown
recipient.
This romantic poem reveals the desire for an enchanting love that is as strong and
gratifying as the consistent undulation of the ocean. The speaker desires a partner with whom
she can share her inner most self. Uncomplicated in its beauty, this poem has a flow that is clear,
simple, and a style that represents much of Teasdale’s work. She effectively tapped into the inner
depths of the heart.
Composed a century after the publication of the original poem, Fogarty’s setting of
Teasdale’s words is straightforward in its approach, although with areas of overstated virtuosic
piano underscoring. By greatly expanding the role of the piano, Fogarty was able to transform
Teasdale’s four lines into a motive driven art song with the piano and voice as equal partners.
Seemingly complex in its approach, Fogarty’s setting possesses some of her more familiar
stylistic elements, albeit with simpler harmonic function. The opening quickly establishes the
main motive that will permeate the piece, harmonized by a counter melody that acts as an echo to
the main motive. These two lines, supported by an E♭bass pedal, quickly evoke marine imagery
of the waves crashing gently against one another, but joining together in harmonious
complement. The opening direction expressively nearly seems redundant as the opening motive
so clearly requires expression that one cannot adequately perform it without attention to its
sensitivity. Fogarty’s intention in setting this text was to make use of oceanic imagery. She
recalls, “I had just come back from the beach. I tried to remember what it was like sitting on the
sand and listening to the waves with no one around. It was important to balance silence and
sound.”8 This balance is perfectly captured in the first eight measures, in which Fogarty starts a

8

Rachel Fogarty, email message to author, February 7, 2017.
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motive, suspends it, and then adds a counter melody that eventually moves in harmony with the
first line.
Opening Motive
<-Echo ->

E♭

Motive
Echo

E♭
Example 11. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, I Would Live in Your Love, measures 1–8, composer’s
unpublished copy, 2011. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly prohibited.
The piano shifts to a rhythmic and melodic ostinato, the usage of which is typical of
Fogarty’s compositional style, representing the consistent undulating of the waves. The vocal
line enters in m. 10 with a simplified main motive an octave lower, supported by the unwavering
E♭bass pedal.
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Simplified main motive

E♭

E♭7
Example 12. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, I Would Live in Your Love, measures 9–15, composer’s
unpublished copy, 2011. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly prohibited.
The motive is reiterated in the piano, occurring in snippets, vacillating between the main
theme and the counter melody in the treble and bass clefs.
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Example 13. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, I Would Live in Your Love, measures 16–21, composer’s
unpublished copy, 2011. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly prohibited.
The next oceanic imagery occurs simultaneously in the piano with sweeping arpeggios
and in the vocal line with similar expanded movement shifting from the original motive into a
completely new section of music. The arpeggios shift between E♭and A♭
, the tonic and
.
subdominant eventually deemphasizing E♭and moving the A♭
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Example 14. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, I Would Live in Your Love, measures 22–23, composer’s
unpublished copy, 2011. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly prohibited.
Fogarty follows Teasdale’s lead with the transition from ocean images to the human
condition. Measures 26–36 have tenuous functional relationships and mode mixtures. For the
lines, “I would empty my soul of the dreams that have gathered in me,” Fogarty uses a
descending melodic line representing the pouring out of oneself as in emptying a cup.
Furthermore, she breaks these two lines with a quarter note rest in m. 28 between “soul” and “of
the dreams” with the same descending line, or pouring out motive, beginning each phrase. In the
poetry, Teasdale makes no punctuation indication that these lines should be separated or paused
between; however, Fogarty’s setting of these lines with the rest between, indicates that the
speaker is repeating this sentiment for emphasis. In the next line, “I would beat with your heart
as it beats,” Fogarty imitates a heartbeat in the piano and immediately shifts into snippets of the
main motive that will establish the return of the opening music. Underscoring these lines, is a
, but not
series of harmonies that suggest pandiatonicism, completely moving from E♭
specifically tonicizing another key. The melody line is unfazed, soaring over the intricate
harmonies with a steadfast certainty. This entire middle section necessitates a slightly slower
tempo so that the full effect of the text, paired with the unusual harmonic underscoring, can be
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accentuated.

B♭

D♭

B♭

A♭

g7

F

c

B♭

Example 15. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, I Would Live in Your Love, measures 26–31, composer’s
unpublished copy, 2011. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly prohibited.
Measure 40 brings an exact return of the first eight measures of music. Fogarty repeats
the first line of the poetry, but instead of the ostinato in the piano, she uses the main motive as a
counter melody to the vocal line. The main motive with counter melody is restated once more
and then continues with portions of the theme, gradually thinning in texture, until the final
cadence on an E♭pedal. Maintaining sea imagery until the very end, Fogarty uses the repeated
portions of the main theme to represent the ocean’s steady movement and finally its calming
waters.
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E♭

E♭

E♭

Example 16. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, I Would Live in Your Love, measures 59–65, composer’s
unpublished copy, 2011. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly prohibited.
Fogarty clearly expands on Teasdale’s imagery in this setting, elevating the piano to
equal partner with the vocal line. The main motive saturates the piece, and the supportive pedal,
characteristic of Fogarty’s compositional style, supplies a grounded support that anchors the
ceaseless movement of the ocean. Teasdale’s words are deceptive in their straightforwardness,
and Fogarty makes use of them at times to the point of exhaustion. However, Fogarty’s setting of
Teasdale’s lyrical poetry is a nuanced commentary on the human heart.
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Chapter 6
The Face of all the World is Changed
Elizabeth Barrett Browning (1806–1861) was one of the foremost English poets of the
Victorian era, acclaimed in both Britain and the United States during her lifetime.1 The oldest of
twelve children born to wealthy parents, Edward Moulton Barrett and Mary Graham Clarke,
Barrett Browning had a comfortable childhood. The wealth of her family was due in large part to
her paternal grandfather’s slave plantations in Jamaica; however, Edward Moulton Barrett raised
his family in England, retaining his enterprises in Jamaica.2 Educated by her mother and father,
Barrett Browning began writing poetry at age six. Her mother transcribed many of her childhood
poems and compiled them into a collection titled Poems by Elizabeth B. Barrett. Her father,
taking notice of Barrett Browning’s immense talent for words, gave her the affectionate
nickname “Poet Laureate of Hope End.” The encouragement of her parents allowed her
imagination and aptitude to flourish, resulting in one of the largest bodies of juvenilia produced
by an English writer.3
Impressive in her command of literature from an early age, she began reading novels at
age six, and at eight was captivated by the Pope’s translations of Homer’s epics, which inspired
her to study Greek with tutor Daniel McSwiney.4 She studied the works of celebrated writers
such as Shakespeare, Milton, and Locke. However, during adolescence Barrett Browning

1

David Stanford Burr, introduction to Sonnets from the Portuguese: A Celebration of Love, by Elizabeth
Barrett Browning (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1986), 1.
2

Elizabeth Barrett Browning, The Letters of Elizabeth Barrett Browning, ed. Frederic G. Kenyon (London:
MacMillan and Co., 1899), 462. Barrett Browning would later speak out against slavery and call for its abolishment.
3

Marjorie Stone, Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, online edition, s.v. “Browning, Elizabeth
Barrett (1806–1861),” accessed Jan 30, 2017, http://www.oxforddnb.com/.
4

Browning, Letters, 3–5. At age eleven she began writing her own Homeric epic The Battle of Marathon;
and on her fourteenth birthday in 1820, as a gift from her father, her epic was privately printed in fifty copies.
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became very ill, suffering with spinal and head pain and limited mobility. These ailments left her
frail, shut-in, and debilitated. Despite this, she continued to write prolifically and published her
first adult collection of poetry in 1838, which garnered her favorable attention among British
literary society. Her prolific output was so well received that it caused serious consideration for
Barrett Browning to succeed William Wordsworth as poet laureate of England.5 Her 1844
volume Poems, brought widespread success and the attention of writer Robert Browning, who
wrote of his admiration to her in a letter. This correspondence led to their courtship and ultimate
marriage, all of which was done in secret for fear of her father, who forbade any of his children
to marry, and this defiance led to her disownment.6 The Brownings moved to Italy after their
elopement in 1846, where they had one son, Robert Barrett Browning, called “Pen.” Elizabeth
spent the rest of her life in Italy and died in Florence in 1861, after which, her husband continued
to publish her works posthumously.
Barrett Browning’s Sonnets from the Portuguese were written between 1845 and 1846
during her courtship with Robert and ultimately published by his insistence in 1850. This
collection of forty-four love sonnets, or sonnet cycle, is regarded as some of Barrett Browning’s
best poetry. Initially hesitant to publish the poems, believing they were too personal, she was
convinced by her husband, who insisted they were the best sequence of English-language sonnets
since Shakespeare and urged her to publish them. To offer the couple some privacy, Barrett
Browning decided to publish them as if they were translations of foreign sonnets. Robert
Browning proposed that she claim their source was Portuguese, which is a nod to his nickname

5

Lilian Whiting, A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning (Boston, MA: Little, Brown, and Co., 1899), 75.
The distinction ultimately went to Alfred Lord Tennyson. In 2009, Carol Ann Duffy became the first female poet
laureate of England, which proves the great acclaim of Elizabeth Barrett Browning by her peers in 1851.
6

Whiting, A Study of Elizabeth Barrett Browning, 34–36.
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for her: “my little Portuguese.”7 These poems are a personal depiction of Barrett Browning’s
struggle with her illness, solitude, and the ardor ignited by Robert Browning’s letters of
admiration. The sonnets illustrate Barrett Browning’s vacillation between apprehension,
uncertainty, acceptance, and devotion. Love ultimately triumphs, as evidenced in the penultimate
sonnet, How do I love thee? The face of all the world is changed, I think is the seventh sonnet in
the cycle, and clearly exemplifies the fluctuation of emotions stirred by the prospect of love.
Barrett Browning describes her rescue from the fate of death.
The face of all the world is changed, I think8
The face of all the world is changed, I think,
Since first I heard the footsteps of thy soul
Move still, oh, still, beside me, as they stole
Betwixt me and the dreadful outer brink
Of obvious death, where I, who thought to sink,
Was caught up into love, and taught the whole
Of life in a new rhythm. The cup of dole
God gave for baptism, I am fain to drink,
And praise its sweetness, Sweet, with thee anear.
The names of country, heaven, are changed away
For where thou art or shalt be, there or here;
And this ... this lute and song ... loved yesterday,
(The singing angels know) are only dear,
Because thy name moves right in what they say.
Writing in the Petrarchan sonnet tradition, Barrett Browning follows much of the same
principles of rhyme scheme, structure, and content. This fourteen line poem can be divided into
two sections; the first octave, or eight lines, follows an abba rhyme scheme in two quatrains. The
quatrains in the octave begin with the stirring of desire and the problem of her uncertainty. The
end of the first and beginning of the second quatrain presents Barrett Browning’s struggle with
her unremitting illness and her acceptance of sinking into certain death. These two conflicting
7

Richard S. Kennedy and Donald S. Hair, The Dramatic Imagination of Robert Browning: A Literary Life
(London: University of Missouri Press, 2007), 179–180.
8

Elizabeth Barrett Browning, Sonnets from the Portuguese (Portland, ME: Thomas B. Mosher, 1910), 9.
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emotions present a dilemma for the poet that can only be resolved by choosing one of the
aforementioned options: love or death. There is a pronounced change of tone in lines six and
seven with the whirl of love in which the poet is seeing a new optimistic trajectory for her life. In
the Petrarchan sonnet tradition, a mood change such as this is usually reserved for the sestet
otherwise known as the volta, marked by a change in rhyme scheme, but Barrett Browning takes
artistic license introducing it in the octave with further development in the sestet. The final lines
of the octave describe the charity of baptism where she willingly immerses herself, washing
away the pain of illness and isolation in hopes of a new world with her new love. The sestet,
while a separate section of the sonnet, reinforces a unified feeling of acceptance and joy. It
adheres to a cdcdcd rhyming pattern, converging with the octave into one overarching sentiment
of peace where once she was resigned to death, she is now resigned to love.
Barrett Browning did not let the Petrarchan sonnet form restrict her creativity adapting
the form to her own ends. She did not confine herself to a particular metrical pattern, allowing
the emotion to dictate the flow of rhythm. Exercising her creative license allowed an organic
display of deep feeling without false sentiment. Barrett Browning captured the vulnerability of
the human condition in which the power of this sonnet is in the sincerity.
The song was composed in 2013. Fogarty intended to capture her feelings of disquiet
over a major decision to move to New York from Nashville, TN. Fogarty was grappling with her
own irresolute feelings of embarking on a life and career change. She explains,
I wrote this piece four months before I moved to New York; in fact, thinking back, I
knew we were moving, but we hadn’t told anyone yet, so I was writing this work with a
big secret no one knew. I was anxious about that move; excited in some ways, but also
rather dreading it. I felt like I was on the brink of a new adventure and I had no idea what
was coming. I was afraid and so I related this text to that major life change. “The face of
all the world is changed, I think” came to represent the knowledge that I was leaving the
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familiar for the unknown; I was going about the ordinary in view of a monumental shift
of home, family, and friendships.9
The success of this setting lies in Fogarty’s ability to capture the anxiety and anticipation
of embarking on the unknown. The piece is longer than a typical Fogarty art song, with
intermittent vocal lines over a constantly moving piano part that departs from her usual
straightforward style of composition. Fogarty elaborates: “in this piece the piano is an integral
part of creating the tone and subtext for the voice. The text is so rich that it needs time for the
audience and the singer to process each line.”10
To create the tone, Fogarty incorporates a rhythmic and melodic ostinato in the piano that
continues throughout the piece. This recurring theme forms the foundation for the entire song,
only varying on occasion. The piano accompaniment can be deconstructed and analyzed in three
layers. The pedal establishes a grounded feeling and yet, changes more than the other two layers.
Fogarty explains that this pedal signifies the passing of time and more specifically the peal of a
bell tolling the hours.11 The pedal will shift appropriately with mood changes and aurally signify
a key change when appropriate. The eighth notes in the left hand and ostinato octave E♮s in the
right hand suggest a flowing stream of conscious and unconscious thoughts. All of the layers
combine to suggest a mind in perpetual motion, or the constant movement of the world around
her. Combining this with the interjections of the vocal line creates an interesting representation
of clashing emotions and variance.

9

Rachel Fogarty, email message to author, February 7, 2017.

10

Ibid.

11

Ibid.
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The opening begins immediately with the ostinato in A minor and is directed with
sincerity and great feeling, the line of the piano is denoted by a piano with a crescendo and
decrescendo over two bars, a phrasing that will remain constant throughout the piece.

a: a

a

F

F

Example 17. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, The Face of all the World is Changed, measures 1–4,
composer’s unpublished copy, 2013. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly
prohibited.
The vocal line emerges and paints the text “first I heard the footsteps of thy,” with an
eighth note pattern that evokes footsteps. This footsteps motive will occur sporadically
throughout the piece in the piano.
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F

Example 18. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, The Face of all the World is Changed, measures 7–8,
composer’s unpublished copy, 2013. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly
prohibited.
Fogarty also takes liberty with the text by repeating sections and omitting others. The
first occurrence of this is in mm. 10–11, “as they stole” is repeated with the same opening
sixteenth note pattern, but the word “stole” is changed; the first time with a half note G4 and then
again with a dotted quarter D4, illustrating a premature outburst that is then more subtly
repeated. This gesture implies that the poet is bursting with possibilities, but has not yet fully
realized the potential of these feelings and represses them. The poetry immediately shifts back to
the thought of illness and death, where Fogarty utilizes the soprano’s lower register to imply
sinking into the grave. This mood quickly changes once the poetry moves to the prospect of love.
Fogarty quickly shifts the tonality to D major and incorporates major thirds of D-F♯ in the vocal
line, repeating the line “where I,” conjuring a sense of wavering over the implication of two
conflicting concepts. At the key change in m. 16 the left hand of the piano changes to bass clef;
until this point, both piano staves had been treble clef. The foundation this establishes is much
more solid than the previous bars, anticipating a determined and unyielding choice.
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a

Key Change D:

D

D

A (acting as V of I in D)

Example 19. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, The Face of all the World is Changed, measures 15–19,
composer’s unpublished copy, 2013. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly
prohibited.
Fogarty uses the vacillating of the poetry to dictate her vocal lines, setting a higher
soaring tessitura for the feeling of love and joy and a lower, near-speaking tone for the sections
of death and solitude. One striking instance is the prosody of the setting “the cup of dole, God
gave for baptism,” this is set in the lower tessitura dipping into lower register with a self-effacing
seriousness that is not sentimental or idealistic. Utilizing the vocal registers in this way illustrate
Fogarty’s full talent for text painting while not indulging in overt sentimentality, a dichotomy
that adequately captures the nuance of conflict in the text.
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A

Example 20. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, The Face of all the World is Changed, measures 27–28,
composer’s unpublished copy, 2013. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly
prohibited.
Measure 40 returns to the opening theme in A minor and the vocal line mimics the
opening line, albeit with slight prosodic variation. As the vocal line grows more emphatic, the
mode shifts from minor to major but retains the G♮ and F♮. The opening theme returns in m. 53,
with the inclusion of the C♯ anticipating the final cadence with a Picardy third. This is another
instance where Fogarty takes liberty with the poetry by repeating the first line as her ending text.
“The face of all the world is changed, I think,” is now delivered as it was in the beginning, but
with a major third in the C♯ instead of minor and ending on an F4 instead of E4 as in the
beginning. The piece ends with an A major chord signifying a final conclusion grounded in
optimism and hope.
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A

Example 21. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, The Face of all the World is Changed, measures 53–59,
composer’s unpublished copy, 2013. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly
prohibited.
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This through-composed setting of Barrett Browning’s sonnet perfectly captures the
wavering of the human mind when faced with opposing options. Fogarty establishes a grounded
feeling with the constant bass pedal, but contrasts that with the constantly moving eighth notes in
the right hand. The alternation of major and minor modes paired with an equally alternating
vocal tessitura, paints an effective portrait of conflict and uncertainty. Fogarty resolves the entire
piece with the elements of the beginning motives, but with major mode elements, creating
resolution for the singer and the listener.
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Chapter 7
Sehnsucht Songs
The small cycle titled Sehnsucht Songs was composed in August 2014. Here, Fogarty
moves away from the overt sentimentality of love poems, and delves deeper, setting poetry with
themes of loss, death, and sorrow. These songs are about life’s longings and Fogarty attempts to
communicate through sound the facets of life that are incomplete or in progress. They are a
commentary on the ambivalent nature of pain when combined with elements of joy. Sehnsucht is
a German word that has no English equivalent; it is a philosophical approach to yearning, but
deeper and with a tinge of ambivalence. Fogarty combines bittersweet emotions with elements of
past-present contemplation and suffering in these songs. Aurally, the pieces are modal with
constantly modulating harmonies. The vocal lines are expressive, sometimes with great range or
long luscious melodies. The approach is semi-autobiographical, as Fogarty herself was at an
impasse in her compositional path when she wrote these pieces. She explains,
When I wrote this cycle, it was in response to a bit of depression about my writing in
general. A person whom I greatly admired had said some things about my music that
made me doubt myself and my ability. I could not write for a few months and one day I
told myself, ‘forget it, write what you want to write, what do they know’? I think it was a
struggle I had to go through … and ultimately, you have to write what you hear and let it
go and let it be what it will be.1
The concept of Sehnsucht in the English language is not new; the longing for something
unnamable is a concept many poets, composers, and philosophers have confronted. Fogarty
embarked on this compositional journey with one goal, to convey longing in sound. The intense
emotion that comes with desiring the unattainable is prevalent in these pieces. Fogarty
elaborates,

1

Rachel Fogarty, interview by author, February 18, 2017.
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The voices portrayed in the poetry are all longing for something. I am fascinated with the
idea of Sehnsucht and of intensely missing something or someone. It is intriguing that we
don’t have a word for this in English. It is a universal feeling and I thought each of these
texts approached that idea a bit differently.2
I. From a Car-window
American poet, writer and lecturer Ruth Guthrie Harding (1882–1971) was born in
Tunkhannock, Pennsylvania and studied at the Wyoming Seminary and at Bucknell University
before marrying architect John Ward Harding in 1901. Soon after, the couple moved to Paterson,
New Jersey where they had one child, Jean Guthrie, in 1903. It is unclear as to when Harding
began writing; however, her works were being published in magazines, anthologies, and
newspapers as early as 1906. Harding was active in the Women’s Club, the College Club, and a
member of the Poetry Society of America which was an affiliate of the National Arts Club of
New York, where she wrote poetry and encountered other well-known poets such as Ambrose
Bierce. Widowed in 1926, Harding then married Richard Burton, the poet and professor, five
years later. 3 She taught prosody at Sarah Lawrence and later Rollins College where Burton
lectured until his death in 1940. Her first and only collection of poetry, A Lark went Singing and
Other Poems, was published in 1916 to critical acclaim. It sold out in America and England
within the first year.4 Her other publications were Three Parts Scotch: An Informal Biography,
published in 1946, a brief memoir, and commentary on literary criticism.

2

Ibid.

3

“Wedding Announcement,” The Courier-News, August 26, 1931, 2. The marriage was quite a scandal.
The wording in the newspaper announcement was, “Ten minutes after he was divorced from Mrs. Agnes Rose
Burton, Richard Burton yesterday married Mrs. Ruth Guthrie Harding of Paterson, N. J.”
4

J. J. Scannell, Scannell’s New Jersey’s First Citizens and State Guide: Genealogies and Biographies of
Citizens of New Jersey with Informing Glimpses Into the State’s History, Affairs, Officialism and Institutions, vol. 2
(Paterson, NJ: J. J. Scannell Publications, 1919), 208.
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Little is known about Harding as she was not as prolific a writer as contemporaries
Lowell or Teasdale. However, her poetry was admired and well received by critics. O. W.
Firkins praised Harding as “a poet of true promise,” and W. S. Braithwaite was taken by her
wistful quality “in the embodiment of simple moods and themes.”5 Harding was married to her
first husband when this poem was published, and while the piece is about loss, there is no
evidence the poem is a personal narrative.
From a Car-window6
Pines, and a blur of lithe young grasses;
Gold in a pool, from the western glow;
Spread of wings where the last thrush passes—
And thoughts of you as the sun dips low.
Quiet lane, and an irised meadow …
(How many summers have died since then?)…
I wish you knew how the deepening shadow
Lies on the blue and green again!
Dusk, and the curve of field and hollow
Etched in gray when a star appears:
Sunset,… twilight,… and dark to follow,…
And thoughts of you through a mist of tears.
Harding incorporates rhythmic motives into melodious verses that capture genuine
feeling. With twelve lines organized in three quatrains and an abab cdcd efef rhyme scheme,
Harding combines concrete images and abstract thoughts to evoke sadness in the midst of a
beautiful landscape. The lines are long, melodic, and filled with imagery. The first quatrain
depicts a supple landscape where the sun is just beginning to set. It is only in the fourth line that
the poet recalls memories of her loved one. The opening to the second quatrain returns to the

5

Margaret Jackson and Mary Katharine Reely, The Book Review Digest: Thirteenth Annual Culmination
Reviews of 1917 Books (New York: H. W. Wilson Company, 1918), 249.
6

Ruth Guthrie Harding, A Lark Went Singing, and Other Poems (Minneapolis, MN: E. D. Brooks, 1916),

40.
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landscape imagery, but immediately shifts to rhetorical pondering in “(How many summers have
died since then?) … the emotion is pervasive and the subtle typography is telling. The use of
parentheses in the second line implies a forlorn sentiment and suggests that the thought is
internal— not an outward observation, but an inner expression. “How many summers have
died,” is a severe description of passing seasons, suggesting that the person longed for is
deceased, and the passing of time is a constant reminder of their absence. This is further
reinforced by the next line, “I wish you knew,” that suggests the person is gone from the physical
world and no longer knows the passing of days and seasons. This is heartbreaking for the
narrator, the poet without her love, wanting him to know the beautiful landscape that she is still
enjoys.
In the third quatrain, the sun recedes further behind the horizon and the ache of loss
becomes stronger. Harding humanizes the voice by using ellipses in the third line, “Sunset,…
twilight,… and dark to follow,…” to indicate hesitation, or the poet’s unfinished thought. The
quick succession of dusk to dark brings the ache of loneliness and the longing to share the in
beauty that she now enjoys alone. Harding’s unmistakable tone is simple and unobtrusive. Her
clear language with subtle typography, allows the reader to fully comprehend the gravity of her
loss wrapped in the beauty of the visual imagery. Over a century later Harding’s words still
resonate as if they could never go out of fashion, but only ever be true and beautiful.
While Harding’s lyrics are sentimental in their observation, she does not go into any
detail regarding the place or time of this piece. The only indication the reader has to the location
is the title. The title clarifies that the poet is driving (or being driven) and sees the landscapes
through the window of a car, which had only recently become common in 1916, when the poem
was published. The title implies a modern technology for the time and an ability to move quickly
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in a motorized vehicle. In addition to the sentiment of loss Harding eloquently captures in this
piece, the title could also insinuate the longing for a simpler, slower moving time when
machinery was not as pervasive. Fogarty capitalizes on the title by utilizing car imagery
throughout the piece in the piano. Opening with a moderate tempo (♩=80), Fogarty begins
simply with a four measure prelude that, at first, appears to be in C major, but takes an
interesting turn with two d diminished (do) chords in mm. 3–4 . This subtle play with major and
minor modes will pervade the piece, characterizing the vacillation between acceptance and
melancholy. Fogarty was drawn to this text because of the images of scenery combined with the
pain of loss. “This piece is about death, but also the beauty that survives after the loved one is
gone.”7 The moderate tempo suggests peace and tranquility, like a drive on a late Sunday
afternoon when there is no rush and the landscape can be absorbed and enjoyed. While many
may pass over this tempo indication without a second thought, there is profundity in its
moderation. Fogarty is deliberately conveying her view of the nuance of the poet’s thought
process; set a tempo too fast and only the movement of the car is conveyed, too slow and only
the melancholy of lost love. Only a moderate speed can accurately balance the distinction of both
acceptance and grief. This nuance would be lost at any other pace.
When the vocal line emerges, the time signature changes to 6/4. The first phrase is only
two measures, but with six beats in a measure, the feeling of the line is long and pensive over the
steady sixteenths of the piano–balancing movement and stillness.

7

Rachel Fogarty, email message to author, February 21, 2017.
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c do6 c

c do6 C

C

f6/4

Example 22. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, From a Car-window, measures 1–6, composer’s
unpublished copy, 2014. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly prohibited.
7
The key becomes increasingly unstable, shifting from g–f–F–G7(V)–C(I)–B♭–B♭
and so

on, wavering between the serene landscape (major) and the sorrow of loss (minor). The only
consistently recurring mode shift is on “thoughts of you,” in which Fogarty uses inverted
variations of f minor. This approach not only shifts the feeling to sorrow, but creates a plagal
relationship between pining over the lost loved one (f minor) and the depiction of the beautiful
scenery (C major).
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g4/3

f6/4

F6/4

G7 (V)

CM7

B♭

B♭7

↖minor

C

F6/4

f6/4

f7

C

Example 23. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, From a Car-window, measures 7–12, composer’s
unpublished copy, 2014. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly prohibited.
Fogarty’s next change of mood occurs in the second quatrain of Harding’s lyrics.
Anticipating the text “Quiet lane,” Fogarty writes sixteenth-note arpeggios to signify movement
while the tempo remains steady. It first appears that Fogarty is implying that the movement is the
car; however, the long vocal line blurred over the bar line could suggest that the movement in the
piano is the thoughts racing through the poet’s mind. On the surface, she is serenely embracing
the moment while memories of happier times race swiftly in her subconscious. This assertion is
only reinforced by the shift to a major mode in these measures. Fogarty remains in a major mode
for the entire line, only moving to minor on the line “(How many summers have died since
then?)…”. The colla voce in the piano allows enough time for the singer to change vocal colors
and prepare for the minor tone shift. Additionally there is much less movement in the piano, and
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this unwinding of the music allows the change in mood to be fully realized. The vocal line dips
into a lower register underscored with f minor in the piano, which allows both musicians the
rubato necessary to clearly convey Harding’s contemplative text. Without set tempo changes,
Fogarty adjusts the impression of tempo by balancing harmonic movement and stillness.
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Example 24. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, From a Car-window, measures 13–23, composer’s
unpublished copy, 2014. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly prohibited.
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Fogarty returns to her opening theme in the piano to introduce the third and final
quatrain. The vocal line is almost identical to the beginning, with minor variations in the
harmonic progression until Fogarty changes the setting on the third line of text,
“Sunset,…twilight,…and dark to follow,…” with a subtle but empathic ascending vocal line.
The text then slips back to the achingly familiar, “And thoughts of you through a mist of tears.”
Fogarty uses the same motive as she did before and repeats this final line with a pianissimo, a
dynamic also followed in the piano until the final cadence in C major.
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Example 25. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, From a Car-window, measures 38–44, composer’s
unpublished copy, 2014. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly prohibited.
This piece is clear and effective; however, the nuances are complicated and the actual
difficulty of the piece can surprise a novice singer. Some performance elements to consider are
the long phrases that require consistent tone and support. While the line can be angular at times,
it is necessary to not get weighed down by the lower tones; this will allow the phrases to flow
effortlessly over the piano. Like many of Fogarty’s art songs, this piece, with its unexpected
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harmonic progression and text painting has a crossover feel. Nevertheless the vocal approach
must always be classical; the lines are too long and the range too wide to relax into a crossover
vocal sound. Finally, Fogarty’s approach to tempo changes and rubato is subtle and effective.
She employs augmentation of the duration of the note values to indicate rubato. A singer or
pianist must keep a steady tempo because Fogarty has already created the rubato in the way she
constructed the piece. To give or take too much time within the confines of the tempo will not
only stall the momentum of the music, but it will also make the already long vocal lines nearly
impossible to sing. In this lovely piece full of melancholy with a tincture of hope, Fogarty
captures Harding’s words with great sincerity.
II. Red May
Poet Agnes Mary Frances Robinson (1857–1944) achieved much success in her lifetime
as a novelist, critic, and translator. Born in Royal Leamington Spa, England, Robinson was
raised in a literary household, her parents often hosting the eminent writers and artists of the
time.8 The daughter of a wealthy architect, Robinson was well educated studying in Brussels and
at University College in London. She wrote prolifically, publishing novels, poetry collections,
biographies, and even the first full biography of Emily Brontë in 1883. Robinson married French
professor and orientalist, James Darmesteter in 1888 and moved to Paris, where he taught at the
Collège de France and immersed Robinson in French intellectual society. Widowed after six
years of marriage, Robinson then married French microbiologist and chemist Émile Duclaux in
1902. He died shortly thereafter in 1904. Robinson remained in France until her death in 1944
and continued to publish under her married name Madame Mary Duclaux.9
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The creative years between 1880 and 1888 were fruitful for Robinson who published
novels and poetry collections to positive reviews.10 During this time, Robinson met and engaged
in an eight-year relationship with British writer Violet Paget whose pen name was Vernon Lee.
While there is dispute among scholars as to whether the relationship was platonic or romantic,
Lee was in love with Robinson, calling her “the first…great love of my life.”11 Robinson and Lee
split their time between England and Italy and Robinson’s social status allowed Lee to become
acquainted with British literary society. According to their correspondence, Robinson admired
Lee’s work and constantly sought her approval.12 During their relationship, Robinson wrote
poetry and prose profusely, and both writers were influenced by the other. Lee encouraged
Robinson to write “beautiful” verse even though Lee was herself was critical of the aesthetic
movement in literature. Lee’s literary influence on Robinson would impact the style of her
writing long after their relationship ended, which inevitability happened when Robinson married
James Darmesteter in 1888. While Robinson viewed her marriage as a natural progression of life,
Lee was devastated and suffered an emotional breakdown, from which she never recovered.13
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Robinson’s poem Red May was published in her third original compilation of poems An
Italian Garden: A Book of Songs in 1886. With the encouragement of Lee, Robinson left behind
the social commentary of her previous collection The New Arcadia (1884) in favor of a concise,
sweet lyric voice. Robinson had been involved with Lee for six years when this collection was
published, and she was heavily influenced by the landscapes of Florence, where she spent much
of her time with Lee. The Italian landscape aesthetic, combined with Robinson’s sincere,
personal lyrics, make An Italian Garden an exercise in poetic realism. The work was well
received and critics praised this effort as, “the crown and flower of her poetic work. The dreamer
has fallen back into the circle of dreams, but the dreams can never again be of that mere heaven
in arabesque and embroidery.”14
In An Italian Garden, Robinson examines the nature of love and loss and the duality of
the subsequent pleasure and pain. The individual perspective on love, loss, and how that
distinguishes us from one another is the dominant theme in this collection.15 Robinson’s poem
Red May explicitly deals with the pain of losing a loved one, and in its brevity, it captures the
cycle of distraction and melancholy.
Red May16
Out of the window the trees in the Square
Are covered with crimson May—
You, that were all of my love and my care,
Have broken my heart to-day.
But though I have lost you and though I despair
Till even the past looks grey—
Out of the window the trees in the Square
Are covered with crimson May.
14

Symons, “A. Mary F. Robinson-Darmesteter,” 359.
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In this short poem, Robinson makes use of two quatrains with an abab rhyme scheme
with a varied meter. Robinson was known to write prose-like poetry with no regard for formal
poetic meter; however this poem has a dactylic meter, which creates an order in the placement of
stressed and unstressed syllables especially within the corresponding rhyming lines.
S
UU S U U S
UU S
Out of the window the trees in the Square
S
U U S U U S U U S
You, that were all of my love and my care,
The dactyl creates a pulse that traverses the poem; however, Robinson only applies it on
the alternating a rhyming lines. The varied length of the alternating lines with the subtle
accentual verse creates a poem that appears free form in approach. Rather than relying on generic
rhythmic patterns, Robinson alters the traditional classical meter in favor of an understated
metrical scheme.17 At the core, this poem possesses a mysterious sadness as it is not just a love
poem, but a loss poem. Moreover the loss is not a disgruntled separation, but something deeper,
more permanent, and alluding to death. Robinson’s lyrics suggest the death of a loved one, and
not necessarily a lover, but someone familial. These insinuations rely heavily on the
interpretation of the text. “You, that were all of my love and my care,” on the surface appears
straight forward; however, the implication is multi-layered, this relationship was about
selflessness, not romantic admiration. “Have broken my heart to-day,” expresses the shattered
feeling that comes with loss that is more painful when the loss is unavoidable—the heart still
mourns no matter the reason for separation. Yet the crux of the whole poetic meaning lies in the
next line, “but though I have lost you,” in which Robinson specifically uses “lost,” as a familiar
for died. She could have easily kept the inflection pattern with “but though you have left me,”
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and yet her use of “lost,” creates a meaning that goes beyond the romantic and physical realm.
This subtle play with the physical and spiritual is also highlighted in the two opening lines that
repeat at the closing, “Out of the window the trees in the Square…Are covered with crimson
May—” which underline the distraction of the speaker enjoying the beauty of the landscape out
her window. The changing of the seasons and the budding of new life on the trees present a
physical world that continues to move despite the speaker’s despondency over her loss. Her
repeat of the opening lines at the end emphasizes the cyclical implications of the physical, everrevolving world. Robinson’s sharp imagery and sincere tone humanizes this text; it is not solely
about a pleasing landscape, nor romantic veneration. Robinson’s thoughtful and unadulterated
tenor in Red May, invokes genuine sympathy from the reader.
Fogarty’s setting of this poem is the second song in her Sehnsuch Songs cycle. The
opening of this piece is unexpectedly buoyant, almost joyful and Fogarty justifies this atypical
compositional choice,
It was a deliberate artistic choice. Grief has a way of sticking to us no matter what the
outside world is doing; an interesting contrast in life is how joy can be present in the
midst of sadness. I wanted to explore the musical subtext of the joy of spring that keeps
creeping into the poet’s mind even though she is experiencing loss (in this case the death
of a loved one). That is why there is a bouncy energy that keeps interrupting what is very
serious language.18
This compositional choice presents a unique challenge for a singer, to bring out the
melancholy and sorrow of the poem in the vocal line, while the piano underscores the joy of
changing seasons. Fogarty highlights the distraction of spring outside the window using the
opening two lines as a refrain, with multiple repeats throughout the song. She explains,
I repeated the text because I wanted it to be a refrain. I see that phrase as drawing the
character out of herself and to the window each time. It is hopefulness in sorrow; but
also, that the world keeps going on outside of the window, which is a way of pulling her
18

Rachel Fogarty, email message to author, February 21, 2017.
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back into life. The beauty outside invades the pain inside. This also hints at the absurdity
of death or great loss; because the world does not stop even when the heart is broken.19
In addition to repeating the first two lines as a distracted refrain, Fogarty incorporates a rhythmic
ostinato as a perpetual motion of thought and sound. The tonic is G; however, it is not major as
Fogarty never utilizes the F♯ leading tone, and instead uses F♮, creating the mode G Mixolydian.
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Example 26. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, Red May, measures 1–8, composer’s unpublished copy,
2014. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly prohibited.
By m. 5 F♮ is introduced and the G Mixolydian mode will remain throughout. While the
rhythmic ostinato is present, the bass pedal is not. In previous songs the bass pedal has served as
a unifier, joining the vocal line and the piano in one sentiment. Red May is not grounded; it is
distraction and pensive sadness, underscored with joyous raucousness. To accentuate the joy of
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spring, Fogarty uses consonant triads and perfect fourths. Once the song is in G Mixolydian, the
B♭in m. 7 serves as a fourth relation to the F♮ and then acts as a conduit to return to G by m. 8.
These perfect fourths enhance the sense of delight that permeates the piece. There is no
dissonance in the distracted refrain. The harmonization changes when the text shifts to the
internal sorrow of the poet. On “You that were all my love and all my care,” Fogarty uses E
, accentuating the tritone relationship between E and B♭
. The diminished
minor and moves to B♭
5th in the right hand of the piano combined with the slower tempo (♩= 80) emphasizes a new key,
and by “Have broken my heart to-day,” the movement in the piano is only a held D minor chord.
With this change in tonality, movement, and vocal color Fogarty captures the “stillness of grief.”
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Example 27. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, Red May, measures 19–28, composer’s unpublished copy,
2014. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly prohibited.
After the brief tonicization of D minor, Fogarty immediately reverts back to G
Mixolydian, with the right hand of the piano playing the original vocal melody in octave
displacement. The vocal line is in transition with the pensive, “but though I have lost you and
though I despair,” sung in contrast to the original melody in the piano. These two lines act
independently, the piano beckoning to the singer. In this way the melody acts as a harbinger of
the world, calling to the bereaved and gradually pulling her out of her grief-stricken state.
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Example 28. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, Red May, measures 29–35, composer’s unpublished copy,
2014. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly prohibited.
The beckoning of the piano is successful, and by m. 39 the opening musical material
returns with the original melody back in the vocal line. Fogarty highlights the cyclical allusion of
the text by setting it in an ABA' form which is similar to Robinson’s original poem in that she
repeats the first two lines again at the end; however, this repeat is not exact in Fogarty’s
interpretation. The use of an E♭right before the final cadence on G insinuates a change in the
world and the poet. While the world is still turning, it is forever changed because of the person
lost. There will still be joy, but the sadness of missing a loved one will never fully vanish.
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E♭

G

Example 29. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, Red May, measures 57–58, composer’s unpublished copy,
2014. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly prohibited.
This musical setting is a stretch for Fogarty, who typically interprets poetry in a more
literal way. Her hopeful underscoring captures more of the landscape depicted in Robinson’s
poem than the grief. Fogarty explains that she latched on to the landscape imagery as a contrast
to the underlying meaning. “The use of crimson in the poem made me think of redbud trees … I
saw a square with redbud trees, dogwoods, cherry blossoms and bees/birds/squirrels. An absurd
amount of chattering and activity in contrast to what we think of as the stillness of grief.”20
The subtle balance of sorrow and joy is an interesting one that poses a unique challenge
for the performers. The piano acts as the “absurd chatter;” however, the vocal line is not
downhearted. In fact, it has the same major feel as the piano, but the singer must express the
subtle, pensive nuance of the text. She must go against every musical instinct to sing this with a
jubilant tone and maintain a subdued sostenuto that is contemplative in its approach. The biggest
vocal challenge lies not in the technical approach, but the artistic one.
III. The Taxi
Modernist poet Amy Lowell (1874–1925) was a driving force in the imagist movement
of England and the United States in the early twentieth century. Publishing over 650 poems in
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just over a decade, Lowell greatly influenced contemporary trends in poetry. The daughter of
Augustus Lowell, a businessman, and Katherine Bigelow Lawrence, a musician and linguist,
Lowell was born into a wealthy and prominent family of New England aristocrats.21 Lowell’s
comfortable means allowed her formative education to be in the home with an English
governess; she then attended a series of private schools, supplementing her education with
frequent family trips abroad. University education was not an option for women in the Lowell
family; therefore, after grade school Lowell continued to educate herself.
Financially independent, Lowell decided to begin a career as a poet, publishing her first
collection, A Dome of Many-Coloured Glass in 1912. Lowell engulfed herself in the study of
poetry and soon discovered imagism, a predecessor to the modernist movement in English
literature developed by Ezra Pound; imagism used clear language and precise imagery. In a
desire to learn more about this progressive poetic form, Lowell journeyed to London to meet
Pound. There she learned about free verse form and met many poets, forging friendships that she
maintained until her death and that contributed to an enormous collection of literary
correspondence. Lowell embarked on a campaign to promote imagist poetry often traveling
between England and the United States. She took over editorship of an of imagist poetry
collection, a position previously held by Pound. Some Imagist Poets: An Anthology, was first
published in 1915 with two more volumes in 1916 and 1917.
During this time, Lowell continued to write and publish her own poetry including Sword
Blades and Poppy Seed (1914), Can Grande’s Castle (1918), and Pictures of the Floating World
21
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(1919). A prolific writer, Lowell’s poems frequently appeared in journals and her essays on
literary criticism Six French Poets: Studies in Contemporary Literature (1915) and Tendencies in
Modern American Poetry (1917) were well received. She used her literary reviews and speaking
engagements as a platform to encourage other poets as well as build an appreciation for
contemporary poetry among the public. Her financial independence and social status also
allowed her to aid in the careers of other poets working with editors as a liaison. Her greatest
contributions to the American literary tradition were her own poetic innovations and her
financial and, professional support of her colleagues. An influential contributor to the modernist
movement, Lowell was able to create a new literary tradition that incorporated pure expression
with precise language and imagery. 22
Lowell’s professional success was matched by her personal happiness. In 1909, Lowell
met actress Ada Dwyer Russell and the two began a relationship that would span the remainder
of Lowell’s life.23 Some describe the relationship as romantic and others as merely platonic;
however, it is not certain because after Lowell’s death, her last will and testament stipulated that
Russell burn all correspondence between them, at which she complied. Nevertheless, the two
lived together and were committed companions until Lowell’s death in 1925. As her secretary,
Russell was able to help organize Lowell’s busy work schedule while providing love and
emotional support. She was Lowell’s muse, and inspired much of her creative output, offering a
steady and supportive presence in the poet’s life.24 Lowell penned several poems about Ada, at
first, subduing the homoerotic content. However, as the two continued their relationship, Lowell
22
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became less concerned with censorship, and her poems about Ada became more obviously
erotic.
During the 1920s Lowell’s health rapidly declined. She suffered from a glandular
condition that left her obese and the excess weight brought forth a myriad of other health issues.
Lowell suffered a massive stroke and succumbed to a cerebral hemorrhage in her Massachusetts
home. Upon Lowell’s death, Russell, the executrix of her will, inherited the poet’s fortune in a
trust. Russell then took on the task of editing and publishing Lowell’s works posthumously
including: What’s O’Clock awarded the Pulitzer Prize for poetry in 1925, East Wind (1926), and
Ballads for Sale (1927).
Lowell not only wrote in the imagist style, she also defined its nuances and further
developed literary forms born of imagism. Moving away from strict meter, she coined the use of
“unrhymed cadence,” a non-metrical style of poetry writing that followed the natural rhythm of
the English language. This developed into Lowell’s “free verse” method of poetry. She defines
this form, also known as vers libre, in the preface of her second collection Sword Blades and
Poppy Seed. Vers libre is free form poetry that abandons meter patterns or rhyme; instead, it is
guided by the natural rhythm of speech. This style abandons all inkling of meter, opting for the
free flow of lines that are built upon the “organic rhythm” of the speaking voice.25 Furthermore,
Lowell is credited with bringing “polyphonic prose” into American poetry. It is a literary form
that moves from rhythm to rhythm, without interference, in accordance with the mood of the
moment. This technique utilizes all rhythm including: assonance, alliteration, free form, and
sometimes prose rhythm.26
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The Taxi, published in the semi-autobiographical collection of Sword Blades and Poppy
Seed, was written in the Lowell conventions of free verse and polyphonic prose. The collection
garnered Lowell critical and popular success. Russell was the subject of many of Lowell’s
poems, and The Taxi is no exception. In the beginning of their relationship, Russell was a
successful actress traveling frequently for work which upset the poet, who insisted that Russell
abandon her performing career and dedicate herself to Lowell and her writing. Russell initially
refused, opting to embark on a company tour. Lowell persisted in her request until the actress
finally relented; two years into their courtship Russell moved into Lowell’s Massachusetts home
and dedicated her life to the poet’s career. The Taxi is an account of this separation and of
Lowell’s insecurities in the early stages of the relationship.
The Taxi27
When I go away from you
The world beats dead
Like a slackened drum.
I call out for you against the jutted stars
And shout into the ridges of the wind.
Streets coming fast,
One after the other,
Wedge you away from me,
And the lamps of the city prick my eyes
So that I can no longer see your face.
Why should I leave you,
To wound myself upon the sharp edges of the night?
Structurally, The Taxi is an excellent example of Lowell’s poetic style, with polyphonic
prose and rhythmic experimentation in free form. Lowell’s free verse allowed focus on the image
in descriptive detail. The Taxi conveys a strong sense of Lowell’s pain in the separation from
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Russell, her insecurities, and her concerns in their early courtship. Lowell candidly expresses the
confusion and anger forced on her by Russell’s travels. The tone is insistent, perhaps alluding to
Lowell’s desire for commitment before Russell was willing.28 Eloquent in its approach, Lowell
successfully captures the unrequited desire of a relationship where separation is necessary for its
existence.29
Lowell’s use of common language without overly decorative descriptions, presents the
image of a person physically distancing themselves from another. “Streets coming fast, one after
the other, wedge you away from me,” has no conformity to rhyme or meter, but depicts an image
of parting and the chasm that is developed by separation. “And the lamps of the city prick my
eyes, so that I can no longer see your face,” captures isolation and abandonment. These feelings
of abandonment and confusion are unmistakable in this writing style that does not incorporate
vague generalities. Lowell effectively presents an image of separation and ultimate solitude with
clear language that is nearly prose-like, concise, and not ambiguous.
Fogarty composed The Taxi in August of 2014, as the third song of her three song cycle
The Sehnsucht Songs. Fogarty immediately felt drawn to the text and the vulnerability of the
author. She elaborates,
I can only imagine it was a struggle to write and a very vulnerable honest opening of the
artist’s heart. Each line is painfully constructed to convey a person deeply conflicted
over leaving another person. The worry over if this is the right decision, feeling
abandoned, anxiety over not knowing what the next day will bring, and fearing the loss of
this relationship that seems, at least for the poet, to represent her self-worth … The loss
of it is crushing and overwhelming and made more so by it being the poet’s own decision
to leave and the physical separation being necessary for the relationship to continue.30
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Fogarty utilizes many of her traditional compositional techniques to convey the
straightforward sentiment of Lowell’s text. Additionally, she takes great liberty with the text,
frequently repeating the first line “When I go away from you,” as if it is a refrain throughout the
piece. This repetition between other lines of Lowell’s text creates a relentless longing that
Fogarty masterfully underscores with various harmonic nuances.
Fogarty begins this through-composed piece in F Dorian with a rhythmic and melodic
ostinato in the piano, creating a feeling of perpetual motion, much like the wheels of a taxi
driving. This, juxtaposed with the next six measures of hyper-elongated prosody in the vocal
line, presents immediate conflict between the voice and the piano, the taxi and the lover. The
tension is further exacerbated by the D natural introduced in the ostinato in m. 2, which, in the
, makes the key or mode ambiguous right from the beginning. Fogarty justifies
absence of the A♭
this deliberate mode choice which is “meant to cut the listener, like the sharp edges the poet
mentions.”31
The opening dynamic is piano, with crescendos and decrescendos only in the vocal line
of the first eight measures. Fogarty does not complete the first line of poetry right away, but
suspends the feeling “When I go …When I go away from you,” as if the poet is hesitant to even
utter the words of separation. Fogarty uses prosodic variation elongating “When” in m. 3, but in
m. 5 “When” is an eighth note, and “I” is a half note, placing emphasis on Lowell’s first person
narrative, which strengthens the personal turmoil of the poem. Fogarty’s interpretation does not
necessarily follow the natural inflection of the text; however, the hyper-elongation of the prosody
makes a statement to the reluctance of leaving.
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Example 30. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, The Taxi, measures 1–8, composer’s unpublished copy,
2014. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly prohibited.
By measure 14 the mode shifts tonicizing B♭minor then immediately shifts again to F
minor with stacked chords, which is the first of many plagal relationships Fogarty incorporates in
this piece. The motion of the piano is then suspended on “I call out … I”; however, this is
immediately resumed on “call out to you.” Fogarty repeats, “I call out,” drawing attention to the
text with the stark contrast of movement in the piano. Perhaps the lover has hope of not
separating with the first call, but once the taxi resumes its movement, all hope is lost.
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Example 31. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, The Taxi, measures 14–18, composer’s unpublished copy,
2014. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly prohibited.
This section of music leads gradually to a vocal climax on “shout into the ridges of the
wind.” The music on “shout” and “ridges” steadily ascends in pitch and volume until the
descending line and decrescendo on “of the wind” seems to float away, enhanced by the thinning
texture of the piano.
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Example 32. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, The Taxi, measures 24–28, composer’s unpublished copy,
2014. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly prohibited.
The opening line repeats again as a segue to the next section, “streets coming fast,” which
has a thicker piano texture with an ostinato and a D♭pedal, implying a faster tempo; however,
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there is no tempo change indicated. The D♭pedal is a mode shift to D♭Lydian. Fogarty brings
out the tritone relationship between the D♭and G in the Lydian mode, which she explains as:
“Imagine cold, stark streets at night, with the street lights flashing in a blur through the window.
The poet weeps quiet tears, but inside she is screaming.”32 The tension builds, shifting
harmonically D♭– f7– b♭7 and then back to D♭
, underneath a soaring vocal line that nearly
climaxes, but stops just short of conclusion.
The next line of text, “So that I can no longer see …” Fogarty doubles an octave lower in
the piano, anti cadences with A♭on “see,” and uses an A♭+ chord in the piano (“the
screaming”). The piercing quality created by the augmented chord is stark and unsettling–as if
unresolved, which provides the impetus for the repeat of the text and the conclusion of Lowell’s
line, “no longer see your face.” Setting the text in this way suspends the conscience thought of
the poetry; begging the question “no longer see what?” answering, “your face,” the ultimate in
finality. Fogarty continues, changing the texture, dynamics, and harmonic movement. “Why
should I leave you,” is a chilling middle tessitura, after the emphatic upper register of the
previous section and paired with a sparse piano moving secundally underneath; Fogarty’s setting
seamlessly captures the swing of emotions in the text.
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Example 33. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, The Taxi, measures 44–58, composer’s unpublished copy,
2014. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly prohibited.
Lowell’s text ends with the question, “To wound myself upon the sharp edges of the
night?” Fogarty brings back the first line of text as a bookend to the uncertainty and reluctance of
the lover. The beginning of the final repeated line is elongated, and the suspended feeling
indicates a slowing down of thought. While Fogarty makes no tempo change direction, she
utilizes the music to imply a slower tempo. Portions of the text are elongated to the point of
meter blurring over the bar line, and the piano is sparse until the final word of the voice on
“you,” in which the piano ostinato resumes as in the beginning, with a final cadence in F Dorian.
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Example 34. Rachel DeVore Fogarty, The Taxi, measures 66–77, composer’s unpublished copy,
2014. Used with permission of composer; reproduction is strictly prohibited.
Fogarty takes Lowell’s text to a new level that heightens the overall effect. Repeating the
opening line as segue to each new section of music allows the performer and the audience to
absorb the full nuance of Lowell’s words. The stylistic ostinato over the elongated vocal line is
an effective interpretation of the tension of the poem that successfully captures the insecurity and
uncertainty of the text.
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Chapter 8
Women in Composition
Composer, organist, and conductor Kurt Knecht praised Fogarty’s compositions in his
blog “Composers to Which You Should be listening: Rachel Fogarty.” He acknowledges that
there is still much to do to promote the work of female composers and tries to create a platform
for the music of his female colleagues. He praises Fogarty for her,
clear sense of craft in her music. She writes beautifully for the voice, but seems equally
comfortable writing for instruments. There is an emotional immediacy in her writing that
is very attractive, but when you scratch the surface, there is great depth. Her music tends
toward tonality, but it is not the tonality of a composer trapped in a prison. It is someone
who is informed by the tradition that has discovered her own vocabulary without simply
imitating.1
Knecht contends that Fogarty is “an excellent new addition to my listening library,”2 and
encourages other contemporary composition fans to discover more about her music. Lee Larsen,
president of Kandinsky Music that publishes Fogarty’s choral compositions, praises her work as
“bold, beautiful ... [music] that will appeal to singers, directors, and audiences alike.”3 Fogarty’s
chamber piece To See a World, recorded on the Albany label by chamber ensemble Conundrum,
is described as “gentle and lyrical” and a “terrific [addition] to the vocal chamber music
repertoire.”4
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Fogarty has been praised by audiences and reviewers. In 2013, her orchestrated song
cycle Spoon River premiered with the Oak Ridge Symphony under the baton of Maestro Dan
Allcott. The audience roared with applause to praise Fogarty and her music. This account was
documented by journalist Becky Ball in The Oak Ridger as, “praise be to new young composers.
Fogarty … was on hand to receive a well-earned ovation for her marvelous score to the Spoon
River Anthology.”5 Ball elaborates as to why the work was so successful:
Her instrumentations were clever, original and oh so descriptive of the lyrics. She has a
rare talent for program music. Sometimes it was just a shift in rhythm or a solo
instrument popping out of the mix that created moods — dark, sassy, dreamy,
lighthearted and dramatic — but make no mistake, her accompaniments to the six songs
have as much personality as the lyrics…6
From these accounts and the previous analyzed songs, it is clear that Fogarty’s art songs
are thoughtful, well-crafted pieces that should have a place in the standard vocal repertoire. Yet,
her art songs remain unpublished and unrecorded, which prevents many from accessing her
music. The intention of this project is to bring a spotlight to Fogarty’s art songs that may not
have another platform for exposure. While women today are free to compose and pursue
composition as a career path, many women either do not compose or do not receive the same
exposure as their male colleagues, which is why projects such as this are necessary.
Historically, women have been marginalized in the field of composition and while
women have a place in the history of music composition, it is to a much lesser extent than their
male counterparts. The subsidiary role of women in the history of western musical composition
still impacts women in composition today and these current issues stem from the standards of the
past 500 years. A typical music history text is male-centric with women, more or less, under or
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unrepresented. This is the result of the limitations placed upon women by western cultural
tradition where the public aspects of life were dominated by men. Women were, by and large,
resigned to the private sphere, caring for their homes and children. It was audacious to assume
that women could have a voice in the compositional field. The musical pursuits of women were
brushed aside as mere hobbies never to be considered a serious vocation. Because of this societal
restriction, it was assumed that women were inferior to men in any realm of performance or
composition. This is however not the case since, “the absence of women in the standard music
histories is not due to their absence in the musical past.”7
Clara Schumann, the wife of famed composer Robert Schumann, was an accomplished
pianist and composer who was influenced by the attitude of her time. She once wrote: “I once
believed that I had creative talent, but I have given up this idea; a woman must not wish to
compose— there never was one able to do it. Am I to be the one? It would be arrogant to believe
that.”8 Oppressed by an overbearing father and eclipsed by an overshadowing husband, Clara
Schumann’s music and compositional output was stifled. It was only after her husband’s death in
1856 when Schumann took to performing and touring out of necessity. Only then did she garner
the respect she deserved in the public sphere; however, even her public performances were a
platform to promote her husband’s music and the music of her friend Johannes Brahms.9
Another composer, Fanny Mendelssohn Hensel, a contemporary of Schumann, was also
stifled by her father and brother, and because of this, primarily published her music under Felix’s
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name. Her father furthered her oppression when he expressed his feelings in an 1820 letter where
he advises Fanny on her ambitions to pursue music:
What you wrote to me about your musical occupations with reference to and in
comparison with Felix was both rightly thought and expressed. Music will perhaps
become his profession, whilst for you it can and must only be an ornament, never the root
of your being and doing...our very joy at the praise he earns proves that you might, in his
place, have merited equal approval. Remain true to these sentiments and to this line of
conduct, they are feminine, and only what is truly feminine is an ornament to your sex.10
The Mendelssohn family’s opposition to Fanny’s interests was not because the young
woman lacked talent; on the contrary, Fanny was extremely talented in piano playing and
composing. In 1819, both Fanny and Felix studied at the Sing-Akademie zu Berlin with Carl
Friedrich Zelter. Zelter was impressed by the young students, and particularly with Fanny. In a
letter to Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Zelter writes: “He [Abraham Mendelssohn] has adorable
children and his oldest daughter could give you something of Sebastian Bach. This child is really
something special.”11 In another letter to Goethe, Zelter expresses his enthusiasm for Fanny's
piano skills exclaiming, “she plays like a man” which, even through its patronized guise, was
considered high praise for a female musician at that time.12
Alma Mahler, the wife of renowned conductor and composer Gustav Mahler, was also an
aspiring composer. She studied composition with Josef Labor and Alexander von Zemlinsky,
until her engagement with the famed Maestro; after which, she stopped composing due to Gustav
Mahler’s explicit request. In a letter describing this encounter Alma Mahler writes, “He
considered the marriage of Robert and Clara Schumann ‘ridiculous’ for instance. He sent me a
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long letter with the demand that I instantly give up my music and live for his alone.”13 Later in
the marriage, Mahler had a change of heart about his wife’s compositions. Fearing that his
overbearing nature would cause his wife to leave him, he helped her publish some of her art
songs. After his death in 1911, Alma Mahler was free to compose and create music; however,
she did not produce much.
This attitude was not only limited to European women; American women also
encountered the same hurdles. Accomplished pianist and performer Amy Beach significantly
limited her performance career after marrying her husband in 1885. During their twenty-four
year marriage, she restricted her public performances, with all profits donated to charity. While
Beach’s husband approved of and even encouraged her talent, she was mostly self-taught in
composition, her knowledge garnered through the study of books and treatises.14 After her
husband’s death in 1910, Amy was free to pursue her musical interests and traveled to Europe to
compose and perform. She was well received as a performer and composer. After the premiere of
her Gaelic Symphony in Hamburg the Hamburger Nachrichten published this:
Should women compose? Are their creative efforts justified by adequate creative gifts?
This question may readily be answered in the affirmative. . . . One need only mention the
names of Amelie Nikisch and Amy Beach in order to refute this foolish prejudice
concerning women composers. Amy Beach came to Hamburg with a symphony and a
piano concerto; that is to say, she came before us as a composer of the largest art forms of
instrumental music. . . . The works performed here yesterday demonstrated . . . that we
have before us undeniably a possessor of musical gifts of the highest kind; a musical
nature touched with genius. Strong creative power, glowing fancy, instinct for form and
color are united in her work with facile and effortless mastery of the entire technical
apparatus.15
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While respect and attention followed Beach’s music and performing, much of it was
under the veil of being like her male contemporaries. Her achievements were quantified by her
gender in the most obvious ways. Critics and commentators often highlighted her femininity, or
lack thereof, when describing her music. Rupert Hughes in his 1900 publication Contemporary
American Composers devotes a chapter to women composers in which he describes Beach’s
work as “markedly virile.”16 This comparison of femininity and masculinity grew with Beach’s
successful foray into symphony composition. Her Gaelic Symphony composed in 1894 was
praised for its masculinity and strength. “This symphony is one of her most ambitious works and
is truly able. There is nothing feminine about the writing; all her work is strong and brilliant.”17
Her acclaim validated by the implication that, with this composition, Beach had overcome the
limitations of her gender.18 Despite the double standard for women in composition at the time,
the success of Beach’s larger works led to a broader acceptance of her compositions which came
to be respected and praised on their own merits rather than just novelties of a woman composer.
Beach was positive about the changing climate toward women in composition and highlighted it
in her article published in The Etude “To the Girl Who Wants to Compose.”19 Despite Beach’s
optimistic outlook, it would be decades before women had serious opportunities in the music
profession.
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Turning Tides: The Challenges of a Modern Day Female Composer
The aforementioned are among the better known women in compositional history, and
even with their successes and accomplishments, bias and discrimination stifled their creative
output. However, the growing influence of feminism in society has played a significant role in
women being more accepted in stereotypically male professions such as composition. This
acceptance has paved the path for modern composers such as Jennifer Higdon, Joan Tower, and
Libby Larsen, who are beginning to receive the recognition they deserve and not with an
undertone of inferiority. Nevertheless, women in the field of music composition are still grossly
underrepresented. A recent study published by the Baltimore Symphony Orchestra concluded,
of the twenty-two largest American orchestras, women composers accounted for only 1.8
percent of the total pieces performed in the 2014–2015 concert season. Perhaps more
worrying, however, is that women composers only accounted for 14.3 percent of
performances of works by those living composers who are writing the pieces that may
one day enter the regular repertoire.20
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Figure 1: Composer Gender Statistics: A Survey of the Twenty-Two Largest American
Orchestras conducted by Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, 2016.
The information on female living composers is further skewed because, of the 14.3
percent of pieces composed by living composers, Jennifer Higdon accounts for 18 percent being
performed today. This distorts the 14.3 percent female statistic, which could further drop if this
study included smaller, regional symphonies.
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Figure 2: Living Composer Statistics: A Survey of the Twenty-Two Largest American
Orchestras conducted by Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, 2016.
This same study interviewed composer and composition professor Kristin Kuster, who is
quoted as saying that “these numbers are both abysmal and embarrassing, particularly in this day
and age.”21 While women have had success in the composition field, society needs to continue to
have discussions about gender equality to ever truly obtain equal opportunity for women in the
field. Baltimore Symphony Orchestra Music Director Marin Alsop commented,
closing gender gaps in classical music is not an inevitability just because the field has
achieved a few milestones. There can be a tendency to celebrate notable firsts or highprofile individual successes and just assume that means a problem is solved. You can’t
give up just because the box is ticked. Just because Jennifer Higdon won the Pulitzer
Prize [for composition] is no reason not to push for the next woman…unless we actively
try to change the landscape, I don’t think it’s going to change on its own. I see no
21
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empirical evidence to say that’s the direction we’re going. I see fits and starts, but I don’t
see a sustained trend.22
Creating a sustained trend is the responsibility not only of the large organizations that
program music, but music programs, academic and otherwise, that need to encourage young
women and girls to explore other areas of music such as composition. This is precisely why
many organizations are identifying the lack of women’s representation in classical music and are
instituting programs to encourage young females to explore areas of music, that for centuries,
have been male dominated. An article published in 2015 in The Guardian titled “Why the male
domination of classical music might be coming to an end” shines a positive light on the steps
taken to give women a voice the in musical canon.23 Hopefully this focus on women in
composition can affect positive change in the musical sphere, allowing a platform for Fogarty’s
compositions and her future development as a composer of modern music.
Conclusions
Rachel DeVore Fogarty’s art songs are hidden gems in the solo vocal canon. Thoughtful
and expressive, her music has a subtle way of capturing the essence of the text. To fully
understand Fogarty’s approach to art song and her settings, one must understand the poetic
content and the origin of the text. Poetic analysis is necessary in understanding Fogarty’s art
songs as it brings insight to the context of the text. This awareness also informs the singer about
some of Fogarty’s compositional choices, which in turn, allows the singer to bring out a
heightened dramatic effect allowing full artistic possibilities in a performance. While a singer
can deduce many interpretative ideas from the score, the text plays an integral part in the
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performance and artistic approach. This is necessary in Fogarty’s music, as she weaves text and
subtext within the musical fabric to heighten the poetry. She employs both the piano and vocal
line to this end, which is why understanding the importance of the piano in her art songs is
integral to a successful performance. The roles of the piano vary. Sometimes it is in direct
contrast to the text, as in Red May, to portray the chatter of nature juxtaposed with the stillness of
grief. Other times it is depicting the natural scenery to create an ambiance that sets the scene for
the soaring vocal lines, as in I Would Live in Your Love. The piano can portray the internal
conflict of the text with various layers droning throughout with steady purpose as in The Face of
all the World is Changed. Fogarty also makes use of the piano to turn concrete images into
sound, such as the wheels of a taxi in the opening of The Taxi, or the church bell motive in the
epithalamium To my Dear and Loving Husband. It is vital to the success of the song to have a
deep understanding of the text, subtext, and how Fogarty uses musical layers to express each
one. The text is a major influence on Fogarty’s art songs. She loves poetry, is well read, and
highly sentimental, which seeps into her art songs. This is why her writing is so effective; her
attention to the details of the poetry dictate the details of this music, a skill that could be lost on
the less poetically informed.
The harmonic structure in these art songs is subtle, as in the use of diminished chords in
the middle of a major key in From a Car-window. The use of diminished chords within the
context of beautiful scene descriptions understatedly explores the subtly of sadness in the context
of beauty. Seeing her pieces develop over nearly a decade also shows Fogarty’s growth as a
composer and interpreter of text. Where her older pieces sometimes have an obvious quality in
their descriptions, her more recent pieces have a subtlety that explores complicated emotions in
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the human experience. What is refreshing about Fogarty’s music is that she is honest in her
sentimentality. Even in the most blatant ways she brings out the emotion of the poetry.
While Fogarty’s compositional approach is highly effective in portraying the nuance of
the text, it also poses a major challenge for singers that want to perform her songs. Her earlier
songs pose a challenge with large ranges (in some cases nearly two octaves) and high tessituras
that cannot be assuaged with a key change. Because of the range of her earlier pieces, it could be
confusing as to the intended voice type, soprano, mezzo-soprano, etc. Some of her pieces have
many nuances and demand constantly changing vocal approaches– soaring lines, parlando
passages, and sotto voce indications, that a novice singer could be overwhelmed vocally by the
near operatic necessities of Fogarty’s songs. Her more recent works pose different challenges.
Vocally, the lines are extremely long and the nuance of the poetry is more subtly interwoven
within the context of the piece. While these songs are beautiful, well-crafted pieces, they would
be best reserved for more advanced singers with the vocal power with colors necessary to truly
master them.
Future Research
Still early in her career, Fogarty continues to actively compose. In November 2016, she
was awarded a grant from the Center for Faith and Work in New York City, which supports
emerging and established artists in New York and strives to contribute to the value of the arts as
a vital fabric of the city.24 The center has offered Fogarty financing to publish her art songs and
has commissioned a new four-song cycle to be included in the collection. The new cycle titled,
Space to be Lonely, is set to text inspired by the writings of Bohemian-Austrian poet Rainer
Maria Rilke and one poem by female poet Evelyn Scott. This latest cycle explores themes of loss
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and delves into the intimate questions of how humans experience loss and loneliness. Fogarty is
stretching her compositional approach and writing her own poetry. While her texts have been
primarily about love and/or loss, Fogarty is now delving into the complex concepts of loneliness,
solitude, and their musical sounds. She is attempting to express the inexpressible.
Rachel DeVore Fogarty is quickly making her mark on the world of twenty-first century
composition. A versatile composer, Fogarty has achieved success in a short time and has
continually proven herself to be a composer to watch. This project is just the first of many about
Fogarty’s compelling compositions.
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